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This is the City. This is where· you'll spend some of the best years of your life. Doesn't that thrill you • .
Sometmes it is called the jewel of the desert, sometimes it is called names that are not nice. Be that as it
may, this is the home of UNM, lind now it is your home, for better or perverse.

Within this issue of the LOBO,
we have tried to bring you the
current news on campus as
well. as a general wrap-up of the
past year's events. We hope
you enjoy reading the issue and
we welcome you to UNM.

N·e\N Mexica

DAILY.
Wednesday, May 21, 1975

Board Tells Hempen His Contract
Will Not Be Renewed .This ·June
-

to the board action he had not
been notified his position was in
jeopardy.
Hempen, who has been on
probation for the past year, was
first suspended and then fired by
UNM President Ferrel Heady
last fall. At the time, Heady
charged Hempen with a number
of violations of University policy
and specifically .alleged that he
·had used KNME employees to
perfor.m work for a hearing aid
firm he owned.
The UNM Regents later overturned Heady's action, reinstating Hempen with the
provision that he be placed on
probatjpn.
By Kathy Perovieh
The decision not to renew
Hempen's
contract
was
Edith Kamoss is 46, and the mother of seven. children. Edith
unanimously rendered by the
has attended UNM since 'January and lived in a dorm.,She is a
prime example of a group" of UNM students overlooked by the
KNME Board compose·d of Mer·
University Community. "The older student" returning to cam·
cure, Heady, UN.M Vice
pus.
President for Finances John
Universities have traditionally been geared to the 18-21 age · Perovich and three represen•
group, but due to trends in con~inuing education for older people,
tatives from the Albuquerque
Public Schools (APS) which,
the personality of many campuses change.
The Womens Movement is responsible in part for encouraging
along with UN.M, jointly owns
women to come back to school. Numerous veteran's programs enKNME.
courage vets to return. And since it is now common knowledge
Hempen's contract expires
that a degree will no longer guarantee the graduate a job, many
June 30 and according to Alex
high school student_s are looking at vocational schools rather than
Mercure, ua search committee to
colleges.
find a suitable .replacement has
Catherine Furman; a UNM statistic~ assistant said that last
already· formed and should be
Fall the average age of the UNM student was 24.5 years, while
meeting within the next couple of
the average age for undergraduates was 23.4years.
weeks."
Karen Abrahams, associate dean of students, said ·that
Members of the search com·
althouJth some older students have so many outside interests
mittee are Mercure and Ralph
they do not have time for outside organizations, others really feel
Dixon, a representative from
out of it. "Those are the students we would like to provide acAPS.
tivities for/' Abrahams said.
"We'll be looking for a station
Harold tavender, vice-president for student affairs, said the
manager who will attempt to
subject oftbe ..older student" is of interest to those involved in
build a stronger relationship
student affairs.
·
with APS and UNM-someone
"We do very little specifically for older persons. But We are
who can positively .meet the in·
recognizing it, and we'r:e discussing it", Lavender said. .
·
structional needs of both in·
Lavender had several suggestions that would benefit younger
stituti.ons," Mercure said·.
students as well as older ones. .
.
i'We're also hoping to. find a
"We've been trying to be abte to offer more night classes so
person who c.an manage KN.ME
.that a person can get a degree in night school," Lavender s~id~
.so that it responds to developHe also suggested opening the University on Saturdays and ex· . ments in the community at
large/' he said.
pan ding the summer school program. .· .
One of the first changes Mer·
· Lavender cited his own return to school while obtaining his
Phd as being very stimulating. "1 had a great time/' . .. . . . cure would like to· see is the im·
plementation of a strong stuMrs. Korass voiced similar sentiments. "Although I'm 46, I
dent intern program at the stadon't feel that old. I've enjoyed my college so much. I feel better
tion.
than 1 have in a long ti~e", Edith said.
She has. been ~ regist~re~ nurse. (RN) for 25 y~a!s and h~s
"KNME is abeautifuhesource
returned to college to bec?me a f~mll? nurse pract1t1o~er. Th1s
that should be used to help
would enable her to prescribe medication under a ~3ctor s super· ... students in -the communications
vision and to do a limited amount of diagnosing.
.~ .~.. tietfls," be said.

The KNME-TV Board of Direc- "was not renewed for a number
tors Monday formally notified of reasons."
"The Board felt KNME needed
the station's general manager- .
director F. Claude Hempen that new directions. We also felt a dif·
management
was
his ~ontract will not be renewed ferent
necessary to provide those direcWb~n' it eXpires this June.
tions," he said.
Hempen was unavailable for
· · UNM Vice President for Com·
munity and Regional Affairs comment to the LOBO.
He told the Albuquerque Jour•
Alex Mercure, chairman of the
board, said Hempen's contract nal earlier, however, that prior

Older UN M Studerits
May Be Overlooked
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KNME Station Manager Claude Hempen

AFTC Rules Prof.
Should Be Retained
By Jon Bowman

Earlier this month, the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (AFTC) ruled that
Professor John Stephen Mann be
ret!lined in his position at UNM.
The committee concluded
uthat improper considerations
clearly affected the decision not
to retain .Prof. JohnS. Mann." In
particular, it. singled out. ''im·
proper'' actions by the UNM
Board of Regents which earlier
had demanded Mann apologize to
UN.M President Ferre.llfeady for
r~marks the professor .made at a
November; 1972 faculty meeting.
Contacted after the ruling,
Mann called the case ''a clear cut
test of academic freedom."
"I don't plart to go away soon/'
he said .. 1'1£ the Regents overturn
the AFT~ decision, I'll go all the
· way and fight the matter through
the courts."
Man~,
an · . elen1ent~ry
education professor, was denied
tenure .last ~une by. '!JNM
Academic
V1ce
President

Chester TravP.lstead. At the
time, Travelstead cited "Mann's
refusal to carry out University
policy about grading" and his
refusal to apologize to Heady as
principal reasons for denying
tenure.
Mann, however, contended
that ·the tenure denial was a
violation of his academic
freedom. He stated he had never
been told his grading ~Iolated
University . policy
until
Travelstead denied his tenure.
He also contended that the
Regents bad no right to demand
he apologize to Heady, and that
by making the demand, they had
committed "a violation of the con·
stitutional right of· .free speech
and of the academic freedom to
speakone's own opinion."
In its ruling this month, the
faculty AFTC agreed with Mann,
saying "the action of the Board of
Regents which imposed an in~
div.id ual test of performance
upon Prof. .Marm as a con·
sideration in his tequre review
(Continued on page2)

II

Busine$s Fraternity Has Charter Revoked
By lo~eph Monahaa

Mollet, joined by Roberta Katson, an economics graduate
The business fraternity, Delta student, took the Cll$e to the
Sigma Pi IDSP), has had its UNM clinical law program. Attorney
charter revolted becau~Je of its Elaine Moore .and the women
refusal to admit women to the then Wllnt before the Human
.organization.
Rights Commission !laying the
Dr. Harold Lavender, vice fratlltnity was brllaking sex
president for ~Student affairs, discrimination laws. The HRC
took the action after being in- rejected the argument and the
formed by DSP it would rather women prepared to file legal. acbe off campus if they had to give tion against DSP.
membenhip to women.
Moore said the DSP decision to
Lavender was first notified of move off campus was "cowarthe DSP policy when Elaine dly ." Mollet said she was glad
Moore, attorney for two women Lavender had taken the action to
contesting the DSP policy, suspend DSP, but she said she
requested Lavender to take ac- would still like to be a member of
tion.Lavender said, "I asked DSP the fraternity. Mollet said she is
to show cause" for their policy. writing to a.nother business
''They 11aid they decided to go off organization asking them to come
campus,'' he s.aid. "I then wrote on campus.
tack notifying them their char·
M e m b e r s of D S P w e r e
ter was suspended."
Lavender said DSP'.s action member, who was contacted
"obviously indicates they were prior to Lavender's decision, said
discriminating.''
the closed door policy Qf the
The DSP policy first came to fraternity was largely a result of ,
light when Lynn Mollet, a the national clubs chapter in
business graduate student, ap· Nevada that decided to admit
J!lied for membership in the women .and subsequently had its
fraternity and was turned down. charter .revoked.

The .fraternity bas their
national convllntion in August,
and the DSP member here said
the policy of not admitUng
women will be .reviewed.
The revoking of the DSP charter means ~he group may not
identify itself as a UNM chapter,
cannot use UNM facilities or supplies, is not allowed to use the
UNM business office as an accounting service, ;~nd cannot ask
for funding from the ASUNM
se.nate or the Graduate Student
Association.
The senate passed a resolution
on April .30th supporting the
womep's drive to .revise DSP
policy.
Moore said if the case had been
drawn . out, the basis of the
women's suit would have been
title nine .• of HEW regulations

Alan Wilson Has Vetoed Four Senate Bills

All organi~tions on campus
university. There bas never been
a case brought to court out of must be open to men and women
except tholie exempted by special
UNM on that basis.
One place where such a test legislation. Fraternities and
could arise is with tb!l Senior Sor<Jrities are su~h ex~mptions
Women's Honorary which is are the Boy Scouts, the YMCA
and YWCA pr.ograms.
closed to males.
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Swim Lessons
Beginning - Intermediate
Session I May 27 - June 10
Session I! June 9 - June 20
Instruction by UNM Coache·s
Registration all Sessions
Friday, May 23rd UNM Pool 1:00-4:00
For more Information 242-4127 or 277-2208
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all forms. at a federally funded
••• =
un~la~~~m~t,b~Me~w~h~i~~~~~o~hiili~i~b~~~~~~~~~m~fu~a~t~~~n~o~f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t

Columbian West
209 Columbia SE

Tony Samarzia
255-2685
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Alfred Santistevan

Come ~y or Call

.l

interested in ari aviation program~
guaranteed flight training after graduation with
obligationo check into navy
avroc program
both flight training and no obligation
are guaranteed
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The New Mexleo Dally Lobo is published Monday through FridaY. evert
regular week of the Uni'U'ers1ty )l'(!Sr
and W(!ekly during the summer e;ession
bt the Board of Student Publications of

'•

Thrift Town now has as an additiona1.5,000 Sq. Ft. of furniture
bunk beds - living room sets - di.nettes - rugs - etc.
20,000 sq. ft. in am
Lots of new and used clothing.

OPEN 9-9 DAILY
11·6
SUNDAY
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the University or New Mexico, and is

~.
~

50¢

~~

off the purchase
of ahything in the
store new or used

Coupon explres 9;15;75

3904 Central SE 262·1901
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a great
collection
...matching
rings, too.

ASUNM Pres. Alan Wilson

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Edi.torial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

(Everything In Stoek%)

0

the day prior
to insertion.

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 78
No. 145

Discount on:
Bosch, Beet{, Koni, Lucas, etc.
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is now 1 p.m.,

New Mexico

not .financially associated with UNM.
Second class _postage paid nt AlbuqUCr·
que. New Mexico 87131. Subseription
rate ia· $10.00 lo.- the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the cd(..
torial pages of The Doily Lobo are
thoee or the author solely.. Unsigned
opfnton is that of the (!ditorinl board
of The Dally Lobo. Nothing printed in
The Daily Lobo neccsaarlly represents
the vlo\Yll of the Unlvct'lllty o£ New
Mexico.
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Classified
Advertising

Now accepting Reservations
for fall-no lease required ·
Pat McNamara
266-4070

cuned before· May 7) as an exam·
pie of "allocations made out o£
necessity."
Wilson also defended the funding of· $2803 to the Black
Student Union, an organizatiQn
whose budget was defeated by

,,

~-

for

Features: Swimming Pool-Barbeque
Recreation Rooms-Shag Carpet
Sun Deck-Dishwasher-Security System

Columbian· East
208 Columbia SE

In explaining the vetO!ls,
Wilson said that ''ASUNM was
being asked to take too much
financial responsibility for both
Ballet Folklorico and Uhura Sas;~ •
"The reason I funded Dan·
ceworks, but not the other two
d;~nce organizations is two·folif,"
he said. "Danceworks only wanted $482, while Ballet Folklorico
and Uhura Sasa both wanted us
to foot their entire budget."
Uhura Sasa was appropriated
$2247 by the ASUNM Senate.
BaUet Folkl.orico was given
$1700.
"I also feel that the two dance
groups did not provide to us any
stipulations about when the
money we gave them was to be

the students in the last general
election.
"I. believe that BSU is a
necessary part of this campus,"
he said. ''Although our financial
situatiolJ is tight, I felt we should
go ahead and fund it."

"'
z
"':;!$

$"'

Deadline

Columbian East and
Columbian West Apts.

.

·

l

:~

. Luxury Living
1 1/2 Blk. from campus,
$165/mo.

doubt, their methods were
proct:durally flawed."
Cohen said he "could not see
what basis Travelstead is using
to argue a review is warranted,''
but he felt that Travelstead
"presumably finds something
wrong with the opinion of the
AFTC."
"If Travelstead is arguing that
his decision was a good one, he's
missed the whole point," Cohen
said. "We're concerned with civil
liberties and the manner by
which Mann was denied tenure.''

1RACI(SIDE I WEST

.
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AFTC Rules Prof.
Should Be Retained
(Continued from page 1)
was improper." The committee
also said that Mann "did not
receive proper notice ... that his
grading practice was violative of
University policy.''
Also interviewed after the
ruling,
Vice
President
Travelstead said he still thinks
his original decision was proper
and he has asked President
Heady to request the Regents to
review the case.
"The Regents will look at all
the information before deciding if
Mann should be reinstated," he
said. "That includes the AFTC
decision.''
. Professor Sanford Cohen,
chairman of the AFTC, said "at
this point, it wouldn't make a dif·
ference whether Travelstead
was 100 percent correct in his
decision on Mann. The issue is
one of due process.''
Cohen said both Travelstead
and the UNM Regents had made
serious procedural errors in
regards to Mann.
"This is a classic case of
academic freedom," he said.
"Travelstead failed to provide
Mann with proper notice that he
would be terminated. Likewise,
the Regents have behaved im·
properly in this case. Without

'!'

ASUNM President Alan
Wilson bas vetoed four of the
hills passed by the Senate during
its last scheduled meeting this
past semester.
Wilson vetoed appropriations
to Ballet Folklorico, Ubur;~ Sas.a
and the Third .World Fihn Series.
He also. vetoed a bill which would
have abolished the position of
ASUNM assistant financial advisor.
Wilson signed several bills,
however, including nearly $6000
of appropriations passed by
Senate.
Among the appropriations
were:
---$2803 to the Black Student
Union.
---$838 to the ASUNM
Presidential Contingency Fund
---$482to Danceworks
·--$1400 to the Fiesta Com·
mittee
··
---$1075 to the ASA Gallery
---$580 to the ASUNM public
Information Director for salary
and office supplies

used," Wilson said, "Unless it
was used before June 3l, and I
doubt they could have spent it
that fast, the money would
revert back to the ASUNM
general fund anyway."
ASUNM Senator Alfred San·
tistevan was particularly disturbed by Wilson's veto of Ballet
Folklorico.
"The funding for Ballet
Folklorico was for instruction
and, l)ot for dancing itself," he
said. "The group wanted to con·
duct workshops open to all UNM
students at no cost."
Wilson said that th\l ap·
propriations he approved were
necessary ones. He cited the
$1400 allocation to the Fiesta
Committee (to cover debts in-
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Thrift Town

1720 Lomas N.E.
(At University)
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The majority of people who read this edition of the LOBO will be
1
• relatively new to the UNM university community.
P As you can see by the stories and wrap ups printed, this Univer·' sity is a living and growing entity with problems, day to day living,
and goals.
The typical student's feelings about this University vary on that
day to day basis depending heavily on whether you had to stand in
a mile long line all day or whether you got an A plus grade on that
term paper.
The situation is not improved any when you have to deal with the
admini!ltrative bureaucracy or argue with petty campus officials
and Iackie!!.
· Well folks, welcome to UNM.
Things are not quite that blld yet and usually the people who
complain the most are the same ones who would not attend any
other university.
Hopefully this will be your home for the next four years (five?)
and you will be able to adapt yourself to what is commonly called
higher education.
Of course there is the standard education of books, professors
and lectures but most important of all you will get an insight into
people.
You are entering a community of 20,000 students, about 1000
faculty and numerous administrators and employees.
As a member of this community you must understand people
·
just for "simple survival."
One of the more important things to keep in mind is the fact that
you are not alone on campus when things get qad or. good.
Rather than the University acting as a substitute mother or father
you are among peers who treat you as an equal adult.
As an adult there will be a lot expected from you and a lot of
benefits allowed you.
The solution is to keep a balance of your sanity in the first crucial
weeks of attendance.
By the way if you do get frustrated at any person place or thing
drop by the LOBO office and talk to any of the assorted "castoff~
of society."

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau.

flfNRY, {IJ(!N P/l£51/JtNTNIXON
fiRST SfNT TR(}(YJS 71J CAMBO/Jifi
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1H6II.VIR INTO CAMBOP!/1.'' llti
• «<AG Jf15T KllJ!J/NG, or CIJI/!<56,
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RSB and the ROTC

Editor:
The first people to arrive
Regarding the article by Joe Tuesday night for the RSB
Monahan of Thursday, April 24, meeting were greeted by about
about ·the
Revolutionary 16 people from ROTC shouting
Student Brigade Meeting and hostile comments; one even
the ROTC.
went so far as to say that he
The Brigade members did not would make sure they did not
fly into Albuquerque but drove have a meeting that night. As
as part of a tour of campuses in people approached the meeting
the whole Southwest.
room they were surrounded by

Fiesta And Ecology
Editor:
Talk about Ecology ... !
The disregard for ecology was overwhelmingly displayed last
week during the Fiesta. The garbage strewn from one end of the
campus to the other was appalling. Is it too much to ask that a
human being place his garbage in a container rather than leave it
on the grounds of the campus? I wonder if those who were enjoying the fiesta took time to look back as they were leaving to
reflect on the horrendous sight of garbage they were leaving for
someone else to clean up. A sorry mess to say the least.
Louise Beck

t

Lowering Legal Standards
Editor:
All this crap. about abolishing
the bar exam in New Mexico •
will only succeed in lowering
our standards for lawyers and
obviously professional hiring
groups will loose considerable
·
interest.
If minority groups feel they
are being discriminated against
by an exam which is scored
. without knowledge of the candidates last name or origin
(each exam is given a number,
scored and then sent from
scoring after the candidate has
passed or failed back to be
assigned the respective names)
I think they are just coppingout. Apprenticeship is a good
idea but should be an ex·

Editorial .Board
Unsigned editorials
a
r~prCS:t'nt

rnajor•

· i_tv opinion ot the OaHy__ Lobo_Slart.
: All other eoiUnllls, cartoons and letters:

1 represent the opinion of the author
and do Mt necessarily .reflect !he views .
of the staff..

perience that leads up to the
exam for those who feel they've
had inferior schooling and need
apprenticeship for extra help.
One question- Why do the
Chicanos complain about the·
raising of the standards at
UNM- and then out of the other
side of their mouths say it isn't
fair to give them a bar exam
because they have been subjected to inferior schooling?
I for one don't want to pay for
four years of education just to
receive a degree that is not
going to mean a damn thing
because ·all standards were
lowered
to
be
"antidiscriminatory."

.I
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i

the ROTC and the hostility continued. Some went downstairs
to see about having the meeting
in the cafeteria and a few ROTC
people were sent to follow
them. while others waited upstairs, ROTC was making more
hostile comments among them- .
selves but loud enough for
others to hear and boasted
about tearing down RSB
posters. Finally a threat of
violence was directed against
someone who had walked into
the situation unaware. One
ROTC said "Oh, J just want to
hear What these people have to
say," but it was clear by their
actions that the majority came
to disrupt the meeting.
"Is violence a viable tactic?" After this question was not replied
to then ROTC people began
raising their hands as a recourse. They were denied the right
to speak. Their questions were
not responded to because it
would have been impossible to
deal with them as a group who
had clearly come with the intent
to disrupt. Had they come and
behaved'in an orderly manner
like the rest of the people who
attended, then the situation
would have been handled differently. People wanted to avoid a
confrontation.
After the disruption, people
intent upon hearing about the
RSB moved upstairs, A few
other people upon leaving the
cafeteria became engaged with
some ROTCs in discussion,
Again there was a threat of
violence against one of these in·
dividuals.
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Editor-in-Chief Managing Editor News Editor Arts & Media Sports Editor
Orlando R. Medina
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Mr. Adam Nassar, in his
about the "Reality of Zionism",
If indeed there is a movement to a start a Brooke Smith Defense conveniently forgets that the United States has given far more to the Arab ·
countries than to Israel, For example, during the years 1968-73, the eleven
Fund, I would be interested to know what the money will be used Arab countries that joined in the Yom Kippur War ;~galnst Israel received
.
..
for. A possibility would be to reimburse those st1,1dents who wasted $8.952 billion in assistance from the u.s. government and American oil
.
.
·
. .
·
time and ·money in Smith's Western Civilization class ..Add it up. companies (according to Rep. Clarence Long, D., Md.'). The Soviet Union
By Alfred Santistevan
$57 for the class, approximately $20 for books, it comes to roughly also gave the Arab states .$3.7 billion (at a conservative estimate) in
$77 per student. Those figures are for New Mexico residents, the· l"'lilitary and ec;onomic aid. During that period, the U.S. government's
On their entrance to the fake·
non-residents were hitfor over $180.
credits a.nd gifts totaled approximarely $2 billion to Israel.
adobe towers of UNM, many
By the same token, it is the United States which has, through UNRWA. Chicano (Mexican, MexicanA supporter of Brooke Smith has stated that History should "get
down to its real business, that of educating students." Speaking as contributed the m?st to the aid of Pal?stinian refugees-$28.4 million i~ American, Spanish-American,
a student in a Smith Western Civilization class .I have to admit that 1974 (nearly %. of 1ts annual b~dgetlwh1le th~ fabulously wealthy.Arab o1l Latino, etc.) students will find
.
.
. · .
.
'
·
'h .
states were do1ng next to noth1ng to help the1r needy people. Wh1le some themselves lost in the vastness
I d1d .learn one t~yng. Never ag.al~ to take a cla~s that Smlt · IS of her princes were gambling away hundreds of thousands of dollars In the
N
teachmg. ~hy? t-lrst of all, Smith s l~.:tures were hard to follow . casinos in Paris and Las Vegas, Saudi Arabia, the world's leading oil ex- of the U M community, Many
and her quizzes were unreasonable,, In .tha~ few students knew porter, contributed the munificent sum of $650,000 to UNRWA, Libya students will find UNM larger
what to expect. Second, she usually d1sm1ssed class early. Recently $600,000, and Kuwait $220,00(1.
than the communities they
It is curious that tiny Israel, with less than 35,000 square miles of land, come from and even worse in
Smith commented that the reason her lectures were short was that
the student attention span dwindled after 29 or 30 minutes. This was abl¢ to absorb amd make into productive citizens the 800,000 Jewish bureaucracy.This is a(:ldressed to
statement is not only an insult to students, but also a .reflection on ref~ gees who fl~d. from Arab ~ountries, while the Arab co.untries, with what Chlc<!no students can do
Smith's ability as a lecturer. Third, Smith missed class too often.
the1r nearly 5 millton square m!les of land, .have r?fused to mtegtate the to get information and assistanBased on· a 16 week semester which means 32 class meetings
60~.~00 Arab refugees, prefernng to keep them m camps as pawns of ce.
politiCal games.
Chicano Studies exists as a
let us look at w~at happened, Take away 3 for the classes ml~se
If hope to return to their homeland is "still alive" in Palestinian songs, forum for Chicano students,·
o~ account of SICkness, take away 2 for the stude~t presentations may 1refer Mr. Nassar to the Bible (a document over 2500 years old) which
missed, take away 3 for the other student presentatiOn, take away 7 expresses the ancient Jewish longing for their homeland: "If I forget thee, provides co u n s e I in g ' and
for the discussion groups, take away 1 because Smith did not ac- a·Jerusalem, let my right hand forget its cunning."
.
provides information. Antonio
The Jewish people have a valid claim to the land of IsraeL The Mondragon and Tobias Duran
tually lecture the first class and the student was left with 16 out of
32 classes at which Smith lectured. It is important to remember Palestinians should be able to express their identity in a Palestinian state, are Coordinators for Chicano
Studies, and are sources ot inthat even ~t these lectures she usually dismissed early. 1 have been after peace arrangements will have been made with Israel.
.Indulging in groundless rhetoric with long-outdated references to "im- valuable assistance. Do not feel
told that Smith is a visiting professor but 1do believe she has .taken
'
peri.afis?J" and ."racism" does nothing w further the cause of peace and that you need to be of a certain
the term too literally. ·
JUStice mthe M1ddle East.
political persuasion, spea~
Spanish fluently or have to be a
, by Garry Trudeau
DOONESBURY
member of a clique to us~ the
center. Chicano Studies is open
for
your use.
Welt, OF (J)IJB, AS
Chicano
student
HISTIJR.Y HAS 11/.RtiA!JY
organizations exist, which I en/?&(J)I(tJ£p_ YOI/ OION'T
SlllNO BY/ 7HR£t: YliMS
courage you to join, use for
tATe!<, II PR!J-1/MeRJcounseling, tutoring, and as a
CAN 60VtiRNM&NT «<AS
place to meet other Chicano
. BACKlN7Ht:5AOOI.£/ Fi9..'::1
students. These organizations
are NCHO (National Chicano
Health Organization), Consejo
(peer-group counseling, and a
out reach program), ATM
(Chicano business student
fraternity), and Mecha. Participate and remember new
members are welcome.

'
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By Cathy Sierra

SOM£ CPMBOD\ANS
R4N OFf WITH
THE ROSTRUM[
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U.S. And Arabs

Smith's Class

Does Your
Alma Matter?

l

~;D.

Perspective Continued ...

Editorial

l'

.

l

Harold Smith

Business Manager·
•j

Harry Chapman

I;

.•

There are not many. businesses in the city of
Albuquerque that are owned and operated by
students: We are one of the few. You as students
demand end deserve high Quality food at
reasonable prices. Stop by and give us a try..
We're sure you'll like what you find.

·~
· CARRARO'$

lobo
MENS

Across the street ·

PI~ZA

Down the cHey

SHOP
106 B Cornell S.E.
21 20 Central SE
243·6954

We Deliver

268-2300
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Student Constitutional
Convention Set
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The ASUNM constitution will . department and two ASUNM
· be rewritten this summer and ap· senatoril. •
plications are now available for
Besides approving each <~p·
students who want to help with pointee, the screening committee
the procoss.
is also charged with scheduling
Committees are currently ·.an agenda for the three day eon-.
heing set up to c~>mplete gr~>Un· vention and reviewing the work '
dwork for the vision, hut the ac- of interim committees set up·
tual work will be done during a prior to the convention.
constitutional convention to be
Among the ihterim commitees
held August 18 through August to be formed are a procedural
20,
committee (to establish rules
Twenty students will comprise governing the procedures of
the main body of the convention. ASUNM), a committee on comEach member must be &ppointed mittees (to decide the laws
by the ASUNM president, Alan . governing bodies such as the
Wilson, and then approved by a ASUNM Popular Entertainment
screening committee composed Committee), a11d a committee on
of UNM Vice President Harold balance of power (to delineate
L&vendar, a representative from t h e p o,w e r s o f A S U N M
the Dean of Students, a member executive, legislative and
of the UNM political science judiciary bodies respectively),
Other preliminary committee
may be formed as needed.
In addition to the twenty
student members participating ·
in the convention, other par·
ticipants will include the
ASUNM vice president, attorney
general and three ASUNM
senators appointed by the vice
A committee of faculty, president.
student and administration
Applications to join either the
representatives is now seeking convention itself or one of the
to define the rights of students preliminary committee can now
who have grievances against be picked up in the ASUNM
faculty m!lmbers.
governmental office in R'lom 242
"We're attempting to create a of the SUB. They should be
polir.y acceptable to the faculty picked up no later than the
and administration, but one second week of June.
which allows the student some .
rights wheJ1 they feel they have
been ·treated improperly," said
Alan Wilson, ASUNM President
and student rep on the committee.
Wilson said that no formalized
Assistant U.S. Attorney
policy ; now exists to protect General Richard L. Stevenson
students who register complaints told KOB radio news last week
against faculty. He cited grading, newly appointed UNM president
teaching performance and William Davis is not Under in'classroom attendence as com- vestigation for his campaign acmonly voiced complaints.
tivities during 1972.
Others on the committee are
Davis was an unsuccessful canUNM Vice President for Student didate for the U.S. senate that
Affairs Harold La vendar, jour- year. Running as a Democrat
nalism professor Tony Hiller' Davis lost the race by over 20,000
man, law professor Joseph Gold- votes.
berg and Robert Andersoh,
According to KOB, Stevenson
chairman of the pathology depar- said Davis was investigated
tment of the UNM Medical during 1974 for his use of leftover
School..
campaign funds. The probe was
The committee will hold its started by the Justice Departnext meeting on Juhe 9. Contact ment and then reffered to the
ASUNM at 277-5528 for further General Accountating Office
details.
(GAO).

We are the

NEW

serve the finest Hero Sandwiches in town.

'

* Att-(TI QUES *
Vintage Clothing
Quilts • Furniture
Photographica
..

-

256-7103

3409 Central NE

You may call them

"HOAGIES'', POOR60Y'S", "6LIMPIES '', "SUSS'' or whatever.
After you have tried one we are sure you will call them the
"BEST II.

HUMPHRE~/'S
266·1981
3624
HOURS

\
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A six member search and screening committee
has been appointed by Dr. Harold Lavender, vicepresident for student affairs, to interview and
screen applicants for Directo~ of the Student
Hea1th Center. Donald House, administrator of the
Center, will chair the commi.ttee,
Dr. Richard Levin, coordinator of the mental
health team at the health center, has been ap·
pointed Acting Director until the search com·
mit tee has made their recommendation.

primary chahges.
"When the student population was 8000 students, the center had 10,000 student contacts,'' Hickey
said. "When the population rose to about 19,000,
the center had 81,000 student contacts. This incr.eased student usage was due not only to increased services, but also to a more effil'ient use of
facilities; because over that same period of time,
the cost per student contact decreased by fifty percent."

T.he Directorship becomes open on June 1st, the
effective date of Dr. Michael Hickey's resignation.
Hickey, who has held th<! position for five years,
is resignihg i.n order to take a position with the
Bernalillo County Mental Health Center.

Additionally, Hickey cited the Studelnt Advisory
Board and the placemllnt of three students on the
center's Management Board as examples of increased student involvement.
Lavender, who's office oversees the administration of the center, for.sees no reduction in
the services offered to &tudents by the center.

CENTRAL SE
Just EAST of Carlisle

Monday-Thursday 10 AM till 10 PM
Friday-Saturday 10 AM till 2 AM~

"'I'm not resigning due to my dissatisfaction
with the Center's budget," Hickey said. "In fact, I
probably would have stayed for another year if I
hadn't received this job offer. I just feel that five
·years is as long as a person should hold this
position,"

Store Hours
Mon. thru Fri. lOam to 9pm
Saturday lOam to 6pm

Hickey is, however, dissatisfied with the fact
that the center's actual budget figures are not
·known until the beginning of the fiscal year, thus
compounding the difficulty in planning and service
coordination. However, this budgetary suspense is
not confined to the Health Center, but applies to all
University departments.

Sunday 12 noon to 6pm

4920 Meoaul Boulevard N.E.
Albuquerque, New Me)(ico 87110

Reviewing the previous five years, Hickey sees
student involvement and usage in the center as the

Powers? Logs? 1iig?

Rockwell
has
.l ...
1helU
~we£
rw .. "'

·Model 63R
•

~·n.

rapuru
'

·By .JOEL WHlTE

FAT

Grievance
Committee
Created

Davis Not Under
Investigation

Screening Committee Formed
To Find New Health Center Head

PLACE in town called 11 FAT HUMPHREY'S" • .We

~

Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily/ II am t() 12 am
Telephone 765-5671
1600 C'cntntl SE

"Although we haven't received the budget
figures as of yet, the center will probably receive a
ten. percent increase over last year," Lavender
said. "If a reduction is needed, it probably will be
in the area of in-patient care facilities." In-patient
care is one of the less utilized services at the con·
ter.
Chahges in personnel at the center includes the
loss of Dr. Jackson and Dr. Brown, Dr. McCabe,
who had previously announced his resignation, will
remain with the center. One doctor and a
physicians assistant will be hired by the center for
the coming year.

',I
!

WAREHOUSE
SPEAKER SALE
SAVE

Scientific Slide Rule
Electronic CalculatQr

up to 400/o

Features:
• Extra-large 12-dlgit display with scientific notation (dynamic range 10-99to 1099)
• 4 functions
• Fully addressable memory (store. recall. m ,m-, mx, m • exchange and clear)
• Algebraic logic (enter 5-3, display answer, 2)
• Floating decimal
.
• Enter exponent key for working in scientific notation
• Two levels.of parenthetical operations
• Degree;radian conversion
• Trigonometric functions in either degrees or radians
" Inverse trigonometric functions in either degrees or radians
• Logarithmic functions (common and natural)
• Antilogarithms (exandlOx)
• y.for raising positive numbers to power
• Factorial
• Square root
• Reciprocal
• Register exchange
• Sign change
• Constant pi
• Dual clear entry;clear key
with c::oupon .
• Automatic clearing at turn-on
• Automatic constant for all four functions
• Automatic repeat for all four functions
• Indicator for impr0per operations
• Indicator for non-zero memory
• Automatic overflow;underflow
• Automatic leading zero suppression
• Automatic trolling zero suppression for multiply dhd divide
• Solid state electronics (MOS;LSI)
• Contemporary, high-impact, molded plastic case
• Operates on rechargeable batteries or AC
• Rechargeable nickeJ.cadmium batteries, AC charger and deluxe vinyl carrying case
included
'

EPI
EPI 110
EPI 100
EPl90
EPI 60

"Pieta" ... Lotty
4" heel. Softly lined.
Dark brown wood platform with.red,
navy or rust
calfskin top.

$25

$69.97

List Ea.

Our Price

$124.00
$104.00
$95.00
$74:00

$89.95
$79.95
$69.95
$49.95

JENSEN
Jensen 3
Jensen 4
Jensen 5

$105.00
$135.00
$198.00·

$79.95
$99.95
$149.95

JBL
JBL L16

$135.00

$99.00

KLH
KLH6

$159.00

$89 ..00

$139.95
$99.95

$99.95
'79.95

MARAN~Z

Matantz 6G
Marantz f)G

*Note- Watch for many new and
interesting ch:onges in price and policies

Open Mon. thru
Fri. 'til 9PM

·· ·

at

-'~.

T. H. E.
ERE... it::"
DEN.

Plus the complete line of Fine Rockwell Calculators

With This Coupon ·
U'O:
0o
~~· .
Rockwell Model63 R
. t--6)
0
0~ Reg. Discount Price: $74.97- With Coupon $69.97 O'tf0 ·
C3
La Belles- 4920 Menoul Blvd.- Albuquerque NM
0

fine shoes
PARIS-WINROCK ONLY

..

· A Division of
Warehouse Sound, INC

·~.
I

','1·

''',

135 WINROCK CENTER

294-5073

'
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Student Government: U·sual Chaotic Year
By Orlando Medina

0

~

Th~ wmbination of 13,000
;. mt'mhers, 20 r.epresenta.tives.
'2 $300,000
arJd
assorted
.C. bureaucratic ofHcials has
resulted in a typical chaotic year
·~ for student government on the
.:;a t'!I;M Campus.
;;::
Issues for the Associated
Students .of the University of
aS New Mexico !ASUNMI have
"' ranged" from an unexpected
~
de.fieit to state lobby efforts to an
t:'..
overturned impeachment.
ASUNM government, compri~ed .of 20 senators elected at
large and an elected president
and vice president, hoo found
most of its energies channeled into the allocation .of the mandatory $12 activity fee paid by all
full-time undergraduate studen·
ts.
This was not tl1e case however
when tht' Sen<tte met to impeach
and convict former ASUNM Vice
President Ernesto Gomez.
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Gil Gonzales

Impeached, Convicted
and Reinstated
Allegations leveled against
Gomez on January 29 wert> that
he, former ASUNM Lobby chair·
woman Bertha Sisneros-Parker
and former ASUNM Elections
C.ommission chairman Gene Brito
"conspired" to tamper with the
Sp?ing election ballots.
Specifically the allegations concerned the ballots for a position
on the Senate.
T-he ensuing weeks between
Gomez' impeachment and trial
brought further charges and
counter charges.
One week after Gomez was im·
peached another witness against
Gomez appeared. The Senate
beard testimony from Ernesto

Dominguez, a l::SM law student
and member of the ASrSM Lob·
by Committee. w·ho allt'ged that
Gomez attempt.t<d to solkit votes
after the Election.
Gomez and ih£.> Senat.e hired
legal l.!OUnsel. Reprt'senting
Gomez was Scott McCarty of the
firm of Marchiando and Berry
and representing the St'nate
were Tom Horn and Ray
Schowers of the Horn, Schowers
and Ginsberg firm.
GQrnez was convictt'd by the
St'nate, two weeks aftt>r he was
impeached. The Senate convicted
to 4. no
Gomez on a votf.' of 16

funds was forgotten.
The entire budget was tran·
sferred t.o the ASUNM account
and the fee was spent before the
error was noticed.
!iego~iations with the ad·
ministration failed and the fee
must eome out of the 1975-76
General :Budget
As a .result of the deficit, all
ASUNM organizations were cut
an automatic five per cent from
their next year's budgets.

Resolutions and Support

By John Rucker

In areas outside of financial
matters, the Senate beeame in.
volved in the areas of faculty and
administrative policy.
One such c.ase involving the
firing of a professor and a
r!;!solution by the Senate was the
hearing against Jovan Djuric, a
professor
of
electrical
engineering-.

82nd percentile on their ACT
tests, but the grade point
Summer is the time 'of year average o( UNM students was
when .g_raduating high school only iri the 52nd percentile (2.14) .
seniors are bombarded by slick This meant UNM students were
university recruiting literature. far above average in academic
Seniors thiRking of enrolling at ability but were being graded as
UNM this fall would do well to · though they weren't.-in short,
read UNM's sales pitch with both UNM was !"\Inning a "tight ship''
eyes wide open.
when it came to grading,
This is . assuming that this
By 1971, the situation had
year's graduating class is capable reversed itself entirely, ACT
of reading. UNM's brochures. scores were still slightly above
This is not meant as a sarcastic average (the 62nd percentile) but
·com m e n t - b a s e d o n t h e UNM grades were in the 92nd
American College Test (ACT) percentile, meaning only eight
scores of all incoming .freshmen, percent of all junior colleges,
26 perceftt scored in the ."func- colleges and universities gave
tiona! illiterate" category when it higher grades than UNM.
came to using the English
language.
Devalued Diplomas
ACT is a term that n.ext year's
This gave rise to the charges
freshmen will be bearing with that UNM offered "devalued
mind-numbing regularity. There
are those who claim that the ACT
scores
of freshmen
are
irrelevant, but statistical evidence of others tends to bear out the
use of the score.
'
Ralph Norman, a pbychology ·
professor and assistant dl)an· of
the College ·of Arts and Sciences
noted in a •recent letter to the
LOBO that "a highly significant
correlation .•. was round .between
ranks of the schools in admission
standards and the ranks of their
means of their seniors who take
the Law School Admission Test."

{Continued on page 19)

R. C. Hallell's

WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES
BERTIN

Ernesto Gomez
were; Felicita Gur11le, Alfred
Santistevan, David Greer, Pat
Benton, Da"vid Montague, Dick
Lees, Becky Lowry, Kathy Martinez, P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia and
David Flynn.
Students also approved the
1975-76 General Budgets for the
various campus organizations.
Among the organizations fun·
ded wert'; the LOBO, KUNM
Radio, Film Committee, Lobby
Committee, Agora (suicide counseling), Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs, New Mexico
_ ' Public Interest Research Group
(consumer advocates), Project
Consejo (peer counseling}, Kiva
Bertha Sisneros-Parker
Club (Native .American society l
before a student crowd heavily etc.
supporting Gomez.
A ~12,000 Deficit
Gomez appealed his conviction
before the UNM Board of RegenWith the ASUNM Senate's
ts, who are the ultimate appellate primary focus on the expenditure
body on campus.
of funds, the Senate prior to the
The Regents reinstated .Gomez election was informed it had a
on the grounds that the :Senate 'deficit of about $12,000.
had ·denied Gomez "due process."
'Then Senate Finance Com·
Gomez later ran for ASUNM mittee Chairman Lynn Webber
president and lost the election.
told the Senate body that due to a
"mistake" by the UNM adSpring Election
ministration, the Senate bad
After several elections the overspent its budget.
The circumstances surrounASUNM Elections Commission
returned to the use of voting ding the deficit were that the
machines this spring and the amount of money normally
student body elected Alan "taken off the top" of the
Wilson .ASUNM president and ASUNM 1974-'75 budget to pay
Damon Tobias vice president.
the New Mexico Cnion Business
Elected to the ASUNM Senate Office for handling all ASUNM

ONE

High School Seniors Should Read
University Sales ·Pitch Skeptically

ZEUS

'
UBERIA

GITANE

FREJUS

CRESCENT USED BIKES
MASI

TELEDYNE BOnECHIA

CINELLI
CUSTOM BUILDERS

CAMPAGNOLD, ZEUS, PHIL WOOD, H; E AND 1lURA·ACE EQUIPMENT
ANDRE BERTIN rs the lmesl louring t>lke you can buy - built to our
spec•flcations by an old and famous French manufaclurer to be light, strong, and
have the smoothest mle on .rough roads. 6 models available in July from $145 to
$450.
Send50Cm stamps lor bicycle and parts calaiOjl. 2122
Coal PL S.E., Albuquerque, tH~. 87105l505J 843-9378

316
~·

Copies
Sold

Ask Rick

Handbook to
Higher $2.95
Consciousness

Your check for $4.95 will bring you the handbook, plus the
companion book. "How to Make Your Ufe Work", which is a
very clever. fully mustroted with great cartoons, instruction
book for life. Great books for giving to those you care about!

Grading and Standards
The debate over grading
policies and entrance standards
has been brewing for several
years. It was obvious to most ob·
servers at the beginning of last
year that entrance .requirements
at UNM were going to be
tightened up, still the fight over
the past year was acerbic.
The major reason for the
reversal of entrance policy was a
steadily enlarging gap between
the abilities of UNM students, as
measured by ACT scores, and
the ever higher grades awarded
for apparently mediocre work. '
As a concrete example, in 1966
UNM freshmen scored in the

Mail Orders! No Postage! No Tax!
Open Mind Bookstore
3010 Central SE 262-0066

I

E~rn $' 10 a week

EATING

braziel HAS IT ALL-

BLOOD

FOOD and DESSERT

PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

Sleeping bogs, tents, backpacks, boots, cooking equipment.
clothing-if you need it in the wilderness, Mountains & Rivers has
it. (If you're into making 1t yourself. ask about our Plain Brown
\'{rapper.)
.

spring
renaissance

University Dairy Queen
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diplomas"-that the high grades
awarded did not accurately
re{!ect the real ability of
graduating UNM students.
Several uncomplimentary ar·
ticles were written. about UNM's
academic program in gradtmte
schnol publications (one sample:
"UNM has the weakest academic
program in the Southwest").
Arts and Sciences Dean
Nathaniel Wollman conducted
studies of every department in
the university and came to the
conclUsion that "like the U.S"
dollar, UNM A's and B's are
being devalued."
Wollman's studies apparently
had some influence on the faculty
vote to reinstate entrance
requirements at UNM, but there
were many who expressed
(f:!()_1ll!l!u~c},?,I:J!.~g~.!._6~, .- .. ~· -~tJllthf!fJ'··.~ec:/-.:c~=c:.:.::··c
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Summer 1975
Summer Hours
Monday thru Friday 8:00am to 5:00pm
'

Open for Summer Registration
Sqturday June 7, 8:00am-5:00pm

On Campus Shopping For

j

Posters Teachers:-Aids Calculators
Childrens Books· Summer Reading
Gifts & Supplies
Located South Of ·ortega Hall ·
On Yale
Look For The Blue Doors

l
!

'

Tuesday-Saturdo.y

MOUNTAINS
....-crnct-

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

RIVEJtS

842-6991

2210 Central SE

,z

t

8 am to 5 pm

iliJI'l t~c flt!1fflf)erre~ ffieJi~e
?:mli.Wlf v.s;A ''"

CASH?
donate twice weekly

Dairy Queen

discover our

DOYOU NEED
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·ALBUQUERQUE

268-4876
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1307 CENTRAL NE
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This Is Truly A Sale!

Apodaca Begins With Style,
But Has Done Little More
0

.g

Ana!ysis by Jo.seph Mona.han

~
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In January, be assumed office
'1\iih :st:y!e. After ail. he was only
4{1) years old, one of the !ew
Chleanos in politics, and the
.natiion:al press liked biro.
Bl!lt :sinee Janmry, GIY•'e:rnor
Jerry Apodaca has not gon.e
much 'beyond fhe styne of his office. H[s tepure, up to t'his point,
ca:n be d·escribed as
lllnitmigmati.ve, a1nexcitmg, and
practieaUy boring. AUl in all, it"s
something like the s1iillltion here
in Albuquerque wit'o Mayor

Harry Kinney, only Kinney at
least ma.kes a few poHey
statements.
Jerry Apodaea is a disap·
pointmeot for those who ex·
pected an invigorating ad·
ministration. He is running the
office of governor like he is still
campaigning for it.
It seems no issue is worthy of a
concrete policy statement QY the
new governor. On the state bar
exam, Jerry has no comment; on
campaign reform; no comment;
on his :role at UNM no comment.

Lujan for Governor ••
Even worse fo:r Apodaca is the
possibility that Congressman
:M:anuel Lujan Will go fo:r the
governorship in.1978 which could
mean disaster for Apodaca. By
taking no positio.ns, Apodaca
leaves himself open to attack that
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he is £lOt a good leader. But that. plants for northwestern New
method of. attaek !oo'ks weak Mexico are mini.'Jlal. He says
when -.:ompar.t;>d with tbt;> many nothing on the fact t:hat much of
special. intt"rests groups that this gas wil.il go w heat California
would be offended by a strong homes while N€w Mexico land is
stripped.
Apodaca.
As
go to press, President
Back to tb'f' qut;>stion now of
Ford
bas
just
announced his veto
just wb.at Jerry Ape>daca has
of
a
irrmiy
worded
strip mining
done in his fir;,t. five months as
biil, yet Jerry Apodaca, a
govt>rno:r.
The supporters of Apodaca ~l"'ader" in energy. says nothing.
cil!.' h15 "lt;>aU1?rshlp" ro!"' on lht;>
On anottlt;>r issue the. in·
~ssut;> ofenergy in the WeSt. They
st>nsitivity of the new go''ernor is
sa:~· h"' bas bf'e<un<" one of tht;> few almost bt;>yond belief.
po1itieai headers io take a forCal"' Carson is the former
thright stand on fhe energy president. of the First National
qut;>siion. 'f(l bad: fbis up, !'hey Bank who was recenth· fined two
silowc,ase his appointment by his thousand dol.lars for ~perating a
fE'~lo";i' W t"St!'rn govt>mors to
political slush fund. Carson sits
lbt;>ad an enHjlJ' task force. Sup· on the State Board of Finance, he
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SALE Begins
Monday, May 26th!
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As Always, Our Prices For this Sale
Are Marked Ridiculously LOW
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Higher Aspirations .•
What we appear to have as
governor is a mao w.ho is looking
very hard at the possibilities of
holding higher political office.
Perhaps Apodaca is not going af·
ter national office, at least not
right away. Perhaps he only wants two terms as governor, then to
sit down and reassess his politics.
We know this is true to a degree,
The proposed consHtutlooal
amendment passed by the
legislature it now goes to the
voters this year that allows the
governor to seek another four
year term is one of the few issues
that Apodaca spoke out on. He
was behind it 1000 per cent.
What it boils down to is apparently Apodaca is frightened
of developing a strong role. To do
that he would have to act
decisively and would .no doubt
make political enemies as a
result. If he took the "strong
role" route, be would be in
danger oi meeting a very well
organized and heavily supported
opponent. After all Apodaca woo
by only 2000 "'Dtes against
.Republican Joe Skeen and
Skeen's warning on election
night that "We will be watching"
must stili be ringing in the gover·
nor's ears.

.
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Governor Jerry Apodaca

porters also argue Jerry pleaded guiltY to campaign
Apodaca has a deep concern violations, but Governor
when it comes to ending the Apodaca says he has full conabuse of New Mexico resources fidence in Carson and has no
plans to :replace him. The obvious
and eoviornment by out of state implication is that Apodaca is
shunning the pubhc view tha.t
interests. '
men involved in this form of ac·
tivity should not be allowed to
Statements Scrutinized
stay in goverljrneot, but then
again Carson is one of the good
Let's take a closer look at old boys.
those statements. It is true
Apoda.ca was appointed by his
Positive Attitudes
fellow governors to a prestigious
post. but he tells them and the
Although negative aspects
national press one thing and his
dominate
the first five months of
constituents here another.
tenure, there have
Apodaca's
• At the opening sessi<ln of the
been
some
positive
attitudes exgovernors' conference, Apodaca
pressed
by
the
new
governor.
He
gave an enthusiastic speeeh
seems
to
have
gotten
his
temper
about how it is time the West put
a stop to :rip offs of its energy. under control to a point where he
Butt hen he comes home and says does not rant at :reporters and
the .envio:rnmental consequences others who criticize him.
of the proposed coal gaSification
(Continued ~:m page 1M
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Year~s·overview:

How Roots give your feet
a good feeling,
then send it up your spine.

The UNM Regents,
Hated, Feared
Or Beloved
l

... J
Djuric Sues Regents

By Jon Bowman
Possibly the most hated, most
feared or most beloved group on
campus,depending on where you
stand, is the UNM Board of
Regents.
Composed of five members appointed by the governor of New
Mexico, the Regents hold final
authority on all matters pertaining to the University and its
·
operation.

•

Steve Mann
hall, in fact, been denied his
rights as an instructor.
Another instance where the
Regents have played a direct
part in faculty affairs .is the Steve
Mann case. An elementary
education professor, Mann was
denied tenure here last June in
large part because he failed to
comply with the Regents when
they ordered him to apologize for
statements he had made, The
'statements in quest10n were
made at a November, 1972
faculty meeting and they
culminated in Mann telling UNM
President Ferrel Heady to "shut
up."
The Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee has heard
tl)stimony this spring from both
Mann and UNM Vice President
Chester Travelstead (who denied
Mann tenure) and ruled earlier
this month that Mann be rein·
stated. The ruling will now be
forwarded to the Regents for
consideration this summer.

During the past year, the
board became involved in
student affairs with the Gomez
case, in faculty affairs with the
cases of professors Jovan Djuric
and Steve Mann and in
everyone's affairs through their
appointment of William "Bud"
Davis as the next UNM
President.
The board also delved into
other matters pertinent to. the
University ranging from their
reinstatement of Claude Hempen
as director of KNME-TV (after
UNM President Ferrel Heady
had fired Hempen) to their rejection of PIRG's funding scheme
last fall.

The Regents began with a
bang last summer when they terminated Professor Jovan Djuric
from his position in the electrical
engineering department. In their
termination statement, the
Regents said Djuric's "mental
health had deteriorated to such
an extent that .he ls currently
unable to perform normal
teaching duties."
Djuric, claiming a violation of
his civil liberties, particularly as
regards the first and fourteenth
amendments to the U.S. Constitution, sued the Regents and
other University officials for
$215,000.
Matters became even more
complicated wnen a state board
ruled Djuric is not sufCering from
"mental deterioration," thus forcing the Regents to fire the
professor outright. The case is
still in progress with all sides
now awaiting a ruling by the
Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee (a faculty group. set
up to protect the rights · of
professors) on whether Djuric

Regent Pres. Calvin Horn
they reinstated Ernesto Gomez
to the position of ASUNM vice
president, thus reversing a 16-4
vote by student senate to have
Gomez impeached. gomez was

Jovan Djuric
convicted by Senate on two counts of election tampering.
Removed
from
office in
February, he was reinstated on
(Continued on page 17)

By Kathy Perovich
There-institution of entrance 'requirements and
the passage of the Buckley Amendment were two
developments of special interest to UNM students
this year.
Specific subject entrance requirements were
dropped in 1970. Faculty and administrators began
to reconsider them after statistics showed a
marked decline in the educational attainment of
entering freshmen.
Despite objections from minority groups and
veterans on campus, the general faculty, in their
March 4 meeting, overwhelmingly passed the
resolution.
The controversial matter is still being discussed
by students and administrators alike.
President-elect William E. Davis and newly elected ASUNM president Alan Wilson have .recently
voiced opposition to the requirements.
The requirements should go into effect the fall of
1977.
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act,
better knov,:n as the Buckley Amendment, giving
students access to their records went into effect in
college campuses across the country on November
19,1974.
The Amendment states, "no funds shall be made
available under any applicable program to any
state or local educational agency", which denies
students or the parents of students under 18 access to their files and records.
Educational institutions were given a 45 day

JANE & TARZAN'S
Growing Things
Jev!elr_y
Imported Clothes
Un-mo.ss ffio.de Shirts
mo.cro.me

DOWN HOmE FRIENDLY JUNGLE PEOPLE
266-l 1 12
2910 Centro.!

Specializing in
Backpacking &

Gomez Reinstated

The Regents became en broiled
in student affairs this year when

Mountaineering
j

.

For $14.95 We'll

or ·-rHe

Gerry

(Parts Extn1)

grace period to get the files in order,
:At UNM few students have taken advantage of
the new law. The Career Service Center and the
office of Records and Admissions reported that
since January 1, 1975, when the Buckley Amend·
ment went into effect, few students have asked to
loo)t at their records.
A change in the co-educational living
arrangement at UNM is scheduled for next year.
"The security problem" is cited by David Eppich, resident director at Hokona Hall, for the
change in the present co-educational living
arrangement at Hokona.
Eppich said the change, which will go into effect
the fall semester of 1975, will involve placing males
in one side of the butterfly shaped structure and
females in the other side, with the lobby remaining
a common area.
In the present system Hokona has one all men's
floor, one all women's floor, and the rest of the
floors divided between men and women.
"I don't think it will sacrifice co-ed living," Eppich said. Residents, he said, would have keys that
work in doors to both the male and female sections
of the building.
Last fall Hokona was the scene of numerous
bomb threats and several armed robberies.
Next fall every student at UNM who has completed 92 hours but has not exceeded 116 will
receive in the mail, information concerning the
senior aptitude test Rod Young, head of the testing
center said.

To s<e the tdoa" behind Roots. take • side view
look at the shoe Notice Ill<! .gentle r<eess at lhe
bock Vour heel is the lowosi port ol your fool.
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Apodaca Begins With Style,
But Has Done Little More
(Continu~d

'GSA Pres. Stan Read

GSA, A Retrospective
By Micbael O'Connor

..

Tile 1974-75 school year was one of growing economic autonomy for
the Graduate Student Association (GSA).
GSA was led for the third consecutive year by that inimitable
tQbacco-chewcr and aln:J.Ost-a-Iawyer, Stan Read.
Read 'was elected at the beginning of the fall semester by a
unanimous vote after running unopposed.
He began liis term by changing the process by which GSA funds
campus organizations. Until the 1973-74 school year, the presidents of
GSA and the undergraduate Associated Students of UNM (ASUNM)
would sign an agreement each year on the amount of money GSA
would allocate to each campus organization and ASUNM would administer the funds.
''Our money got lost in the ASUNM budget," Read said. "Groups
didn't realize that GSA was funding them along with ASUNM."
GSA now administers most ofits own funds so the graduate students "know, out front, where their money is going."
.
Read said GSA would negotiate independently with any campus
groups governed by independent boards such as KUNM, the Daily
LODO, or the International Center.
·
"Where GSA and ASUNM have joint interests concerning funding
of other campus groups, we want to have joint budget hearings," he
continued. "That way, we won't have groups playing each of us off the
other, for instance, by asking for funding from ASUNM and saying
they have matching funds from GSA when, in fact, they don't."
However, GSA did have problems with the ASUNM Cultural Com·
mittee after Read and the GSA Council decided not fund the committee.
'
Read said Wi.lliam Martin, director of Popejoy Hall, did not approach GSA when the GSA budget for 1975-76 was being considered,
consequently the Cultural Committee was left out.
The ASUNM budget was completed and the committee received
only $19,950, down from the $30,000 they received the previous year.
However, part of that $30,000 had been GSA money, so Martin
went to GSA for the rest of the money, but the GSA Council. decided
not to allocate any money to the cultural program.
Martin took advertisements in the LOBO telling graduate students
they would not receive discounts to Popejoy Hall events unless Read
and the GSA Council change their minds.
Read said that since the advertisements had been published, only
about four people had called to protest the situation, and he figured
that only a few people were interested.

Upon• taking ofrice, Apodaca
was subjected to unfair criticism
almost immediately. Cries of
anguish over Apodaca actually
being the governor went up all
over the place, often without
reason. Apodaca responded
r~ ~ponsibily by ignoring the
potential to lose his temper
Warnings .also went out when
Apodaca took over that he would
have a ''closed door" policy. That
has not. materialized which
makes life easier for the governor and countless others.
But again his main flaw a

Lab a Want Fld•

seemed possible that the sides
were dividing into well defined
pro and anti Apodaca camps.
A more likely cause .for
Apodaca's no-position-policy are
the previously mentioned
political reasons. Since his first
week, there have been no
proposals, initiatives, or ideas
projected by Jerry Apodaca. The
legacy for his first five months is
"Don't rock the boat, or you
won't get the vote."

We wanted to bri[lg an art shop to
Albuquerque that would cater to the art collector on a modest budget And we think we succeeded. We also carry collector's items too.
Come and see us soon.
We now have a large selection of prints.

Art and Soul Gallery
Scottsdale Village
Eubank Opp. Eu•Can Bowl
Da The. Trick

Hours Monday-Saturday 10·6, Sunday 1·4
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Regents Approve UNM Budget
Topping $115~Dollar Mark
The UNM budget for 1975-76 will top the $115million mark.
·
The Regents, in a commencement day meeting
Sunday afternoon, approved a summary budget
for all of YNM's operations next year totaling
$115.38 InJlhon. That represents an increase of
about $14.5 million from the 1974-75 budget total.
The $115-million-plus figure inclucJ.es money for
construction as well as operating funds. Johl)
Perovich, UNM vice president for business and
finance said the operating budget for next. year
will be $95.8 million.
"This is mostly· a staff budget - funding for
salaries," he told the Regents. ''About 80 per cent
of our budget goes for salaries.
"The amount budgeted for non-salary items is
up about 15 per cent over this year," Perovich con·
tinued. "That gives us some concern because we
are not sure that will cover all non-salary items.
But that was all the money we had."
At the same meeting Sunday, the Regents approved degrees - from associate through doctorate- for UNM students who were graduated in
formal ceremonies Sunday night in Johnson Gymnasium.
A $205,000 renovation project at the Harwood
Foundation of UNJ3M in Toas was approved, pending approval of a federal .Economic Development
Administration graft covering . $164,000 of that
cost. The remaining $41,000 tvill come from )(leal
matching funds, Alex Mercure, UNM's vice
president for regional and community affairs, said.
Architects Taos was named architectural firm
for the renovation project.
The Regents turned down a proposal to have the
Anthropolgy LeCture Hall subdivided into three
smaller classrooms.

University Architect VanDorn Hooker argued
that the remodeling was necessary to allow for
more classroom space at UNM.
·
He was seconded by UNM Academic Vice
President Chester Travelstead.
"Woodward 1Iall an~wers our present needs for
a large classroom," Travelstead said. "We must
now solve the problem <>f providing for smaller
classrooms that accomodate 150 to 175 students."
Regent Albert Simms, however, questioned the
remodeling proposal because it would involve
"chopping up one of the few architectural jewels
on this campus.
"I feel very sentimental about the hall," he said.
"I realize that times change and that needs change
with the times, but I don't think we can solve our
classroom problems by putting this hall. on the
chopping block."
Simms said the Anthroplogy Building itself "had
been violated already" and he "would like to see
the building restored to its original architectural ·
beauty.
"The Regents who had this building created
never anticipated tha.t it would be violated like it
has been," he said.
In other action, the Regents:
-- approved a graduate medical education
agreement form .for use in contracts with house
staff- interns and residents- at the University's
teaching hospitals;
--granted an easement to Public Service Co. for
a power line on the Jeffersqn Junior High School
site leased to the Albuquerque Public Schools by
the University.
-- continued ~he rules established last year for
giving public notice of Regents' meetings at least
·
five days in advance of meetings
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V.P. John Perovich
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refusal to say anything about
anything-outweighs his at·
tributes as governor. Maybe he
got scared away from taking
stands when he was greeted with
deserved criticism during his fir·
st week for proposing a mini CIA
.for New Mexico, At the same
time the new attorney general,
T<mey Anaya, was asking for a
law curbing the freedom of the
press, The fla<:k was coming
down quite heavy and already it
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Lobo Letter,
Opinion Policy
(

ASUNM Senator David Garcia

Sales Pitch ...
(Continued (rom page 9}

for two units of a foreign
language (this requirement was
widely derided), most students
interviewed scored the
Albuquerque Public Schools
lAPS) for
poor
college
preparation, not UNM for adop·
ting tighter entrance standards.
Albuquerque High School foot·
ball player Reggie Walker said,
"I think there should be more
pr.essure on the students to learn
here. Athletics are more im·
portant than books. The teachers
just don't care." Walker's
remarks were .typical of those
given to LOBO pollsters at other
area high schools.

_ dis<1greement with Wollman's
findings, Assistant Vice
President for Academic Alfairs
Joel Jones being one of the major
critics of the Wollman studies.
"This is a very hot issue with
the faculty," said Vice President
for Academic Affairs .Chester
Travelstead. "If we set higher
admission standards, academic
quality would improve but what
would happen tothe others, the
ones who couldn't get in?"
This was a point made by the
groups opposing tighter entrance
standards, especially the Student
Veterans Association and
Faculty Raises Standards
various .Chicano groups-. The
veterans feared that instituting
In a tense faculty meeting at
group requirements would make the Kiva, UNM's faculty voted to
it more difficult for out-of-state adopt an entrance policy
requiring incoming freshmen to
vets to enter UNM.
Chicanos Denied Entrance?
have high school credit in
mathematics, English, soc.ial
Chicanos feared that many sciences, natural sciences and
.Chican.o students would be foreign language study. These
denied entrance to UNM because were the same group
of the poor quality of education requirements previously used by
•
they felt existed in northern New UNM until1969,
Protest from several groups
Mexico, A survey of state high
schools by the Albuquerque continued after the resolution
Journal failed to beat this charge was passed. In a post facto
out. Less than half a dozen New meeting on the issue held by
Mexico high schools were found UNM Regent .Calvin Horn,
to be incapable of immediately ASUNM Senator David Garcia
adapting to UNM's new entrance said, "Every other school in the
standards.
state has similar so-calllld higher
Espanola high school was admission standards and there
deficient in meeting the won't be any other place left for
mathematics group reqUirement people who can't meet them to
while only one high school, go."
.Corona, was lacking courses in
Plans are now in effect for a
two group requirement areas.
junior college or community
A LOBO survey of high school college to meet the needs of those
students in Albuquerque foun(J who could not make the entrance
little opposition to the new en· requirements at UNM, So far,
trance policy. With the exception junior college plans are in the
of the group requirement calling talking stage.

Lette.rs to the Editor •..
Letters to the editor
should be no longer than 250
words, type written and
double spaced,
Sender's name, address
and telephone number must
be inciuded with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication.. Names will not
be withheld upon request. If
a letter is from a group,
please include a name,
telephone number and
address of a group member.
The letter will carry that
name, plus the name of that
group.
The Lobo will publish
letters as spac.e and the
number. of letters received
allows.
Opinions ...
Opinions are signed guest
editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the
editorial policy of the Lobo,
or the policy of ASUNM,
GSA or UNM. Opinions may
be any length, but may be
cut due to space limitations.
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Simms believes the Regents
should not maintain strict control
over every facet of the University, but should delegate conlrol
to the administration, faculty and
students re,spe. ctively. St'mms
w.. as appointed to tl1e Rngents by
~
Bruce King in 1973,
..

(1)

The newest momber of the ....
.:-1

board is Ann Jourdan; a resident
of Hobbs. Jourdan was appointed (1)~
by . Gov~rnor. Jerry Apodaca :!l
enrher th1s sprmg. A Republican 1 ~
she replaced Cyrene Maple who ~
retired after two terms on the Q
bo:,lrd,
1:1

.,.
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Burgundy, Black

VESTS
Brown. Tan. Navy
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21 20 Central S.E •

Now there
are two
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4300 Central Avenue S. E.

Special Thru Jti!le 30th

Quality Bean Bag Furniture

Starting at$ 12.95
· 1 Y.ear Guarantee
10% OFF With This Ad!!!

th 11n ,•1lOse d irectly connected to

2931 Monte Vista N.E.

Grand Opening

Bean Bag VUlage

ployees to perform duties other

notably by the faculty) and for
h'
1 use of c<!mpaign funMay 18 by unanimous vote of the t h
t ation's operation. dlS persona
e
s
1ft
f
Regents.
specifically, it cited use of• em· Democratic
s e
over ·rom
a 1972
Senatorial bid in
In their ruling, the board said
th~~ "were not expressing ployees on work related to a Idaho (most notably by New
opmton as to the guilt or in· hearing aid firm run by Hempen ... Mexico Republicans), the
nocenee of Gomez," but they said
Presidential Search itself has su{·
"the Senate . had followed im·
fered even closer scrutiny. Both
proper procedures" when it took
the Regents and the University·
the vice president to trial. The
wide panel which screened
matter wa~ ended a few weeks
presidential applicants have been
later when Gomez, running for
criticized for conducting dosed
ASUNM president, was soundly
sessions and as has been
~·
defeated by two major conrumored,
for rigging the sclec·
't ....
tenders in the spring ASUNM
tion to give Davis "an inside
. election.
track." Whether Davis had such
A second occasion when the
an early advantage will probably
· Regents became directly in•
never be fully disclosed,
volved in student affairs came
last f.all when the board turned
down a funding request presenRegent Bios
. ted by PIRG, a consumer·
oriented student group. Having
petitioned !ln campus, PIRG was
The UNM Board of Regents is
. able to collect the signatures of
presently composed of Calvin
51
cent of the student body
Horn, Albert Simms, Austin
enoiorsin!l' a $2 reful)dable fee to
Roberts, Henry Jaramillo and
Ann Jourdan.
··
on students to fund
The 'funding scheme met
President of the Regents
.PPJPOsitio·n :frQm the Regents,
Calvin Horn was appointed by
Bruce King in 1971. A Democrat,
ho'""''"r, who turned it down and
the group to take their
he has extensive land holdings in
mo1nevproblems to ASUNM.
the state and is also involved
with the operation of Horn Oil.
Albert Simms was
Horn is known to favor strict con·
skeptical of PIRG,
trot of the University by the
h9pe we won't en·
the student body to
Regents. He has wielded strong
William "Bud" Davis
. ,
politically active to the
influence over the other mem·
hers of the board.
.~oint where instead of studying
·,their mathematics, history, and The committee ilso cited the lack
Vice president of the Regents
, · physics they are off on current of student assistants at KNME, is Austin Roberts, an attorney
· issues, attacking people on en- t~e misuse of the station's poten- from Farmington. Another
tial for local programming and Democrat, Roberts has been
vironmental issues."
At the same meeting, the other factors weighing against primarily interested in athletics
Regents approved $6 million for Hempen.
at UNM. He, too, was appointed
As of press time, Hempen was by Bruce King in 1971. Like
construction, most of which went
toward building a VIP pressbox officially terminated again-with Horn, Roberts' term will expire
at the university basketball the KNME Board of Directors in about two years.
arena.
deciding last Friday not to renew
Henry Jaramillo, Regent
his contract when it expires June secretary and treasurer, hails
30.
,._'
from Belen w~ere he is president
Claude and Bud
of the Ranchers State Bank. Ap·
The last major decision ren· pointed by Bruce King in 1973,
Dr. F . .Claude Hempen, station dered by the Regents this year Jaramillo
was Valencia County
I!:Cl1P.ral manager-director of KN.
was their appointment of William Democratic chairman from 1957
was reinstated by the "Bud". Davis to replace UNM
Rege1nts last fall after first being President Ferrel Heady in to 1961. He holds a degree in
Business Administration and was
and then fired by December. Davis, now president instrumental
in establishing a
President Ferrel Heady. of Idaho State University in
school of banking within the
n"~~~~~in~t~ook the action after Pocatello, was selected from UNM School
of Business and
r•
the report of an ad hoe among five candidates in· Administrative Sciences.
corn mitt''" set up to study KNME terviewed for the position by the
Albert Simms, a practicing
comprised of UNM staff and Regents.
physician,
has a BS degree from
faculty.
While Davis has already come UNM and an MD from Columbia
The committee alleged that under attack for his position on University. A Republican and
Hempen had used KNME em- the role of the University (most resident
of Albuquerque, Dr.
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in West Central Plaza
831-5326
Depend onTSO for prescription eyewear.
Convenient credit available.

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
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By Jon Bowman

UNM academic Vice President
Chester Tr;~velstead last week
issued a statement chastising the
LOBO for "inaccurate, in·
complete information" in 'its
coverage of UNM presidentdesignat!J Dr. William "Bud"
Davis.
In particular, Travelstead
singled out "several serious inacecuraeies'' contained in the
LOBO'.s May 1ll special issue
devoted almost totally to the
selection of Davis to replace
UNM President Ferrel Heady
this coining December.
"Implications drawn by the
editors are, in part, totally
misleading," Travelstead said.
"In an article (of the issue) en·
titled 'Members' Account of
Search Procedures.for Pres. Conflict' the Lobo calls attention to
'apparent conflicting statements'
by members of the Presidential
Search and Screening Committee
(of which Travelstead was chair·
man)," he said. "The Lobo .currently quotes Prof. Wolfgang Elston as saying that 'the commit·
tee held a two-hour interview

Chester Travelstead
with each of the remaining hopefuls,' but it continues by quoting
Dean Charles Roberts as saying
that 'there was no face to face in·
terviews conducted by the com.
mittee' and that he 'never in·
terviewed anyone personally and
knew nothing about the ap·
plicants except what was in the
resumes.'
"The ar.ticle fails to mention
that Dean Roberts chose to absent himse)[ from approximately

the last month of the committee's
meetings, including all of the in·
terviews," he said,
Contacted after he rele;tsed
the statement, Travelstead s;tid,
"The Lobo led its readers to
believe that presidential mm·
didates weren!t interviewed by
the committee. The error wasn't
deliberate, but it could have been
corrected if the paper had gotten
more information."
LOBO editor Orlando Medina,
however,
disagreed
with
Travelstead, saying, ''frail to see
the inaccuracies that Vice
President Travelstead points
out.
"The Lobo stands with the
Davis edition. If the issue con·
tains misunderstandings, it's due
to the lack of information
provided by the Search Com·
mittee as its operations were
closed to the public.'' Medina
said,
He continued, "We were not
made aware that Roberts wasn't
attending meetings. If Roberts
didn't go, it was up to the Search
Committee to replace him- just
as they should have replaced
other members who didn't attend. Because these people

Congressmen Lujan and Runnels
Given Bad Environmental Grade/

New Mexico Congressmen
Runnels also opposed the Safe
1974. The amendment cancelled
Manuel Lujan and Harold Run·
all .operating subsidies for mass Water Drinking Act of 1974
nels were both given bad ratings
'transportation from the Transit which would have given the F.ln·
in the latest survey of environmental Protection Agency
Act.
vironmental votes in Congress
.. the Harsha substitute to the authority to set national stan·
conducted by the League of Con· Federal Mass Transportation dards for safe drinking water.
servation Voters.
Act o£ 1974. The Substitute,
Using congressional votes on
which passed, requced federal
17 ·environmental issues as • a
spending on mass transit by $9
gauge, the nationwide, non· billion over the next six years.
partisan league gave Lujan a
·• a move which would have
rating of 23 per cent. Runnels
lessened requirements for oil
fared even wo.rse, receiving a tankers to have anti•pollution
rating of 9 per cent out a total of devices.
100.
Measures supported by Run·
Measures Lujan supported in· nels include:
elude:
.. the Wyman amendment to
.. a move to cut $30 million the Energy Supply and Coor·
from the Occupational Safety and dination Act of 1974. The amend·
Health Administration.
ment would have suspended auto
.. the Roncallo amendment to emission controls until 1977, ex·
H.R. 15580 which would cept in areas having heavy air
"prohibit use of any fUnds, either pollution levels. It was &ejected.
directly or indirectly for abor·• the Roncallo "abortion"
tions, abortion inducing drugs, · amendment to H.R.15580
abortion referral services,
··the Hosmer Substitute Bill to
research and health or disability the Surface Mine Control and
insurance abortion benefits."
Reclamation Act to lower con·
.. the Hosmer Substitute Bill to trois on surface mining.
the Surface Mine Control and
.. the Milford amendment to
Reclamation Act of 1974. The cancel all operating subsidies for
Hosmer Bill would have made it mass transit from the Transit
easier for coal companies to per· Act.
form surface mining without
.•· the Harsha amendment to
reclamation of stripped mining
the Federal Mass Transportation
lands.
Act of 1974 which cut funds to
.. the Milford amendment to mass transit by $9 billion over
the Federal Mass Transit Act of the next six years •.

weren't replaced, sectors of the
UNM community were not
represented fairly."
Travelstead said "it would
have been inappropriate to bring
in new persons to replace mem·
hers of the comm'ittee w:.. o didn't
come,
"We didn't know in advance
who would come and who
wouldn't," he said. "l don't see
how a new member could have
conducted interviews without
having been in on the
preliminaries."
·
Besides Roberts (who
represented the staff of UNM),
Travelstead said that student

representative Gil Gon~ales and
alumni rflpresentative Alberto
J aram.illo failed to attend the
later sessions of the Search Committee.
In the interview, Travelstead
also countered rumors that the
presidential search procedures
were rigged and that Davis had
''an inside track."
"I know of no evidence, whatsoever, either subtle or official,
that the procedure wasn't
respected," he said. "As chair·
man of the Search Committee, I
was alert to any kinds of im·
proper activities that would
jeopardize the process."

(Continued from page 8)

The Regents attempted to "involuntarily retire" Djuric
because of his health. Djuric
charged that the proceedings
against him wer() because he did
not get along with hls colleagues
in engineering and because he
was not involved in research
which the Engineering ad·
ministration approved.
•
A state .agency refused to pay
Djuric'.s retirement benefits on
the basis that he was healthy.
Proceedings were then filed to
have Djuric fired.
The Senate passed a resolution
by acclamation .in support of
Djuric.
The Senate· also came out in
favor of Dr, Brooke Smith of the
History department who charged
that her teaching contract was •
not renewed on the basis of sex
discrimination.
Other resolutions which have
come from the Sen'ate include
support of a state bill to lower
the legal drinking age to 18, support to improve the state's penal
institutions for women and support for the New Mexico Public
Interest Group's request for fun·
o:ls.

•

Stay in the middle
of things. Live at
the College lnn.
Although the College Inn isn't
really located at Broadway and
42nd St., Isn't It nice to know
you can find a pleasant place to
live, without sacrificing the con·
venlence of bei!lg close to cam·
pus? And talking about con·
venien<:e, we do the shopping,
the cooking and the cleaning
(we even make your bed), In·
stead of corning back next fall
to the annual housing crisis,
consider reserving a place now
at the College Inn. Call us at
243-2881 or come look us over
303AshN.E

De

••
•••
•

11701

Menaul N.E.

213 Third SW (between Gold and Silver)

HOURS OPEN: monday-thursday (11 til 6)
friday and saturday (11 til 7)
sunday
(4 til 7)

HOT VEGETARIAN MEAL DAIT.'\'
•

FOOD TO

243-1486

GO

fhe cooking, the cleaning (we even make
your ,bed). That leaves you time to. do
what you want to, do, The buildings are
completely co-ed, and you can walk to
We know the College Inn Isn't the Taj campus. Now is the best time to think
Mahal. But for a place to live!, we thh;_~k about where you want to live next
it's about the best choice you can maKe. semester, Call us at 243·2881.

Live at the
College Inn.

The question of executive ver·
sus legislative powers was the
basis for several h'earings by the
judicial branch of ASUNM, the
Student Court. ·
The question was before the
court after former president Gil
Gonzales fired the chairman of
the Public Relations Committee, .
Joel White. White was reinstated
by vote of the Senate.
After the reinstatement,
White charged that Gonzales was
not allowing him to conduct nor·
mal business and essentially "not
recognizing" White as the chairman.

No Chores
At the College Inn we take care of
of those nagging chores: the shopping,

T
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Jazz? Soul? Fol-k?· Rock? We've got it!

Budget Tapes and Records
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Sisneros·Parker was later
removed as Lobby chairwolll!ln
when she was suspended from
the UNM Law Schot>l for her
grades.
· Other Court dec.isions for the
past
semester
concerned
signature validity on candidates'
petitions and proper
authorization for the allocation of
funds.
On!J major step taken for
ASUNM clarification and sum·
me~ operation Was the call for an
ASUNM Consitutional Col1·
vention to be held in August.
,
The convention will consist of
students and ASUNM govern·
ment officials and attempt to up·
date the present Constitution'.
Guidelines for proccdlll'e and
membership were drawn up by
tl1e Senate, the president and the
vice president.
The revised Constitution
would be placed on the fall
semester student ballot and sub·
ject to approval by the UNM
.Board of Regents,

Student Court Hearings

Prescriptions filfed -~
Lenses replac;~~ .

;'

White filed for a court decision
and th~ court ruled in White's
favor stating that the Public
Relations Committee and the
Lobby Committee came under
the jurisdiction of the Senate.
After the court decision, the
Senate later voted to do away
with the Lobby Committee and
fund several of the Lobby mem·
hers without the approval of the
Lobby Chairwoman, Bertha
Sisneros-Parker,
Sisneros·Parker'" handling of
funds and the procedure of her
committee had been the subject
of constant debate in the RP.T\ate,
The Senate heard allegations
from several members of the
Lobby Committee that Sisneros·
Parker had not kept the committee informed as to financial
and procedural matters which
were going into the Lobby effort.
Gonzales took the jul'isdiction
question to court once again and
won on the basis that his control
was a "day to day administra·
tive basis.''

4517 .central NE. 266·9887
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Netters Get WAC Titles
By Jo J.opez
Not since 1968 has New Mexico's tennis team had a Western
Athletic Conference champion.
Now seven years later, a firstyear head coach with a doctorate
Daily lobo

Sports ·
"

Brads Score Well In WAC; NCAA Possible

in physical education, Dr. Pucci,
has coached two UNM netters, a
freshman and a comeback senior,
to WAC titles in the championship tournament on May 9-10
in Salt I~ake City,
New Mexico senior Mike Huffman won the No. 3 singles title
defeating Jim Grecnbery of
Utah, 6-2, 6·3. His freshman
teammate, Tim Garcia, beat
Arizona's Pat Kearney, 6-1, 4-6,
6·3, to capture the No. 5 singles
title. Both WAC champions are
graduates of Highland High in
Albuquerque. And it was the first year either had "competed in
collegiate tennis.
Despite the two champions,
the .Lobos finished last in team
standings. The final team standings were Arizona' State, 19;
Brigham Young, 14; Utah, 12;
Arizona, 11; and New Mexico, 7.
Coach Pucci ·said the .Lobos
played ''real well" considering
they had four people with the flu.
Huffman and Garcia, No.2 piayer
Ren Kern, and Pucci ha.d the flu.
Pucci said "all the guys could
have won. They all played well."
New Mexico's No.·l player, Ch,.is
Oates "could have easily won his
rna t c h , b·u t he I o s t i n a
tiebreaker," Pucci said.
Both Huffman and Garcia were
quite happy with their wins. Huf·
fttH\Q said he "hadn't been ex·
pecting to win it. I hadn't done
too we.ll because I hadn't played
competitively for three years. So
I felt the win was a climax to a
comeback." Huffman said he
didn't compete in collegiate tennis after high school because he
wanted to .concentrate on his
studies and prepare for graduate
school. He said he was pe-rsuaded
by friends and Tom (Pucci) to
compete this year. "l decided I'd
try it since it would be my last
chance to compete because I'm a
senior."
.
Garcia said the flu was a fac·
tor. "I was playing pretty good,
but then I caught the flu later in
the ·tournament. Me and Mike
were kind of afraid that we
weren't going to make it. But we
fought it off and came through."
Garcia said he was taking .his
Alka Seltzer even during his mat'ch. He said the flu affected the
other team membes and that
many of them had "bad luck."
New Mexico's No. 3 doubles
team of Oates an·d Peter Arndt
made it to the semifinals of the
tournament, but lost in the finals
to Arizona State's duo of Jeremy
Cohen and Glen Holroyd,
Arizona State won four other
titles including No. 1 singles with
Mark J.offey.
. ·
Pucci said the two New Mexico
champions will go to the national
tournament June 16-21 in. Corpus
Christi, 'l'X, even if he has "to
pay for it myself." He said he
really wanted the two to go. "I
think it'll he a good experience
for them. I want them to 'have
this chance to compete in the ·

nationals, Especially Tim who is
a freshman; this is a big opportunity for him.
l:111ffman and Garcia will be
preparing for the NCAA tour·
nament by playing in the New
Mexico Open Tennis Tourney
this weekend in Albuquerque.
Garcia said he will also be
playing the circuits this summer,
and plans to play in Montgomery,
Ala, a.nd Atlanta, Ga, before the
NCAA Tourney.
'
Huffman said that after the
NCAA, "that's it" for him, and
he'll only compete "socially and
with friends." He said there's

"going to be a Jot of good competitors" al., the national ·tour·
nament.
Pucci is more than optimistic
for next year's team. He said tht::
problems with organization this
year will be solved next year. His
plans for thll tougher schedule is
what he said is ''the best thing I
can do for the guys."
Th!l Lobos season record ex·
eluding theW AC Championships
is 17 ·8. Pucci said, "with the
people we havll now, and the
people we have coming in, we see
nothing but brighter horizons for No.3 Singles WAC Champion, Mike Huffman; a comeback
winner.
New Mexico's tennis team."

ANTAL DORATI
PHILHARMONIA HUNGARICA

COMPLETE ORCHESTRAL
WORKS OF KODALY
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JACQUES LOUSSIER TRIO
PLAY BACH

BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO.2
AIIO IIOftE

These marvellous new discs plus ·the
complete catalogs of London classics
and operas on sale tor only

·-

97·
per recor?
$6.98 list

Two Brads were at the top of
UNM's golf team this season.
Brad Bryant was n'amed to the
All-Western Athletic Conference
team and Brad Schmierer was
the No.5 finalist in the WAC Golf
Championship Tournament lteld

Baseballers
Finish Last
By Del Jo'nes
Playing baseball in the
Western Athletic Conference once again provild too much for
UNM as they finished in a tie for
the southern division cellar with
Texas·EI Paso to end a disap·
pointing season.
·
The Lobos lost the last three
games of the season to the
Miners and both clubs ended
with 3-15 conference slates, way
behind champion Arizona State.
The Sun Devils now go on to the
NCAA regionals wher they will
be heavy favorites. UNM
finished with a 26-24 overall
record.
The Lobos were three games
ahead of UTEP going into the
final weekend and needed only
one win to clinch sole possession
of third place. But, the Lobo bats
went eold and the Miners won 21, 6·4 and 1-0 despite facing
UNM's best pitchers in Jim
Weber, Kent Seaman and .Pat
Beilsmith.
Weber finished the year with a
4-4 record despite having a good
2.27 earned run average. Both
Beilsmith and Seaman finished
out the season with 7-6 records.
Reliever Scott Miltenberger
boasted a 2-0 slate.
Mike Pettenuzzo led the Lobo
hitters for the second straight
year with .367 average. He also
led in hits (69) triples (seven)
homeruns (three) and runs batted in (50).
Rob Ogle, the grandson of
Walter Alston, batted .363 while
Mark Hiller finished at .354.

May 9 and 10 in .Salt Lakt> City.
The Lobos finished third as n
team in the WAC tournrtment,
the same place they finished last
year, Coach Dick McGuire said
his team "played pretty well"
and he "wasn't that displeased
with their performance." He said
the play of the two top finishers,
"Those two teams are rated in
the top five nationally, and the
. sc~ring was close."
Final scores were Brigham
Young, 853; Arizon11 State, 869;
New Mexico, 884: Utah, 885; Airzona, 899; and Wyoming 954.
This was BYU's fourth consecutive WAC title, and the top
man of the tourney was Cougar
Mike Reid with a 206 total in the
three round tourney.
UNM's Schmierer finished
with a 215 score, his closing
round of 69 matching other

golfers with this best score of the
tottrnament. Other I.obos in the
36 man tourney were No. 9
finalist Brad Bryant (218), No. 15
Harold Garrison (225), No. 18
John Klc!.> (226), and Konty
Carrico and Mike Glennon tiod
for Lhe No. 26 individual spot
with a score of 229.
McGuire said his team was a
yo11ng team with one freshman,
two sophomores, one junior and
one senior in the tournament, so
he expects next year's team "to
be strong." He said "BYU and
ASU will be j11sL as strong, but
we've beaten both Learns in
national competition. We were
fourth in nationals two years ago,
and sixth last year. That just
shows we do have a strong golf
conference."
McGuire said he expects to get
an invitation to the 11ational tour·

nament which will be held in midJune at Ohio State. He said h()
didn't ]\now yet if funding Wo\tld
be nv;dlable should they gtJt in·
vited, If t!J(l Lobos do go, the five
invited will probably be five of
tht>. six who went to the WAC
Tournament, McGuire said.
Bryant who is a sophomore
from Alamorgordo, NM, said he.
''felt nially good" for being
named to the All-WAC team. "It
was qt!ite an honor, but I didn't
feel I really deserved iL. I didn't
play that well overall. Ji was not
that good of a yeat;. Our whole
team could have done better. We
just couldn't seem to get it
together." Bryant tied for tlte
No . 15 place in last yearls NCAA
tournament, and should be one of
t,he Lobos going to the NCAA
this year if New Mexico is inviil•d.

m1UM

Brahms: SONATA IN F MINOR;
TWO INTERMEZZOS
Curzon, piano
STS 15212
Mozart: SYMPHONIES NOS. 33
& 39
Vienna Philharmonic -Kertesz
STS 15274
Mozart: COMPLETE DANCES &
MARCHES- Volume One
Vienna Mourt EnsembleBoskovsky
5lS tS275!9

Mozart; COMPLETE DANCES &
MARCHES- Volume Two
Vienna Mozart EnsembleBoskovsky
STS 152B0'<
Haydn: SYMPHONIES NOS. 22
& 90
Suisse ilom,.de - Ansermel
STS 11290
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Advanced Scientific
Pocket Calculator

Want be\tcr grades In science, en.
gfoeerlng or math? The HP-45 can

TC·45

help, because •••

DELUXE
MINIATURE
BATTERY·

Sony Model TC-90 AC/DC
Porlable Casselfe-Corder with
Built-In Condenser Microphone

OPERATED
ACTION·
CORDER
with Built-In Condenser

Micro·

SlS 15301

"Mozart: SERENADES·- VOL. S
'Jienna Mozart Ensemble
Boskovsky
STS 15302
"lirsl release in U.S.A.

mtu•

London Stereo Treasurv. the only budget records lmporled lroon England. Enclosed in vinyl-lined
inner sleeves, featuring London's exclusive flrr stereo sound and the world's greatest artisls:
Solti, Karajall, Marriner, Yepes and many others.
·

2.t!

266-5924

Sale Ends
June 15th

• It displays answers in fixed or
scientific nota'tiorl!
Has selective round-off capability
(O to 9 places),

• liS accuracy-up to 10 digitssurpasses that of slide rules and
most othet carcutatorsJ
It reduces mistakes. Handles num•

SONY TC-66
ECONOMY
AC/OC PORTABLE
CASSETTE-CORDER
wilh aulll·ln Condenser Microphone

and AUtomatic Shut-Off

bers. as small as 1Q.. <'J9" ••., as large

as 10;•-200 decades!
• It oHers computer•Jike power!
At a fraction of the eost. And
there's no waiting to use it.

• tt sSiJes tin1e!
Up to 50 times faster than a slide
rule. Solves complex problems in
seconds~

• It operates silently ... anywhere!
Perfect lor classroom, library or
dorm. Runs on rechargeable bat•
t~ries or AC.

Sound Ideas, Inc. 1624 Eubank N.E. 505/292-1188

4514 Central SE

factorials, powers{ scware roots and

reciprocals, Automatically converts
IJ,S./metric constants, and polar/
recta.ngular coordinates. Pcrfotms
tog, tria and math funcllons. And
it does so much more!

• Its 14 registers remember intermediate solutionS!
9 of them are addressable for selective storage and retrieval of
data. Register arithmetic is fast
and easy •.• It eliminates penciland-paper calculations!

Souno

LONDON RECORDS,_IMPECCABLE PRESSINGS, IMPORTE~ FROM ENGLAND.

• It sohles all typos of scientific
and engineering math problems!
Does vector arithmetic. Calculates
tha mean and standard deviallon,

• It replaces Jog and trig tables!
They're pre-programmed in. No interpolation required.

Pat Sawyer, New Yorh City
"When I was told I had
cancer of the breast, I thought
my life as a woman was over.
A little more than a year later,
David and I were married. And
ten years later, I'm living proof
callcer call be cured. Don't let
vanity kill you. Learn breast
self-examination a11d get regular checkups. And give to the
An'JedcaJ:J Cancer Society.
We want to wipe
out cancer in
-..uvu• lifetime,"

'Mozart: SERENADES- VOL:4
Vienna Mozart Ensemble
Boskovsky

Check the keys ...
you'll know why
the professionals
choose
Hewlett- Packard
pocket
calculators!

HP·45

"One year after I.
was operated on for
cancer of the breast,
David Sawyer
fell in love with me!'

'Schubert: SYMPHONY NO.9
"The Great"
-Karl Munchlnger
STS !5299
'Schuberl: QUINTET IN C MAJOR. /-o-"'·~""1~
QUARTETISMZ INC MINOR
.

The HP-45
Only at
Holman's

The

phone and Automatic Shut-Off

WORLD OF SPANISH GUITAR
Narciso Yepes
515 15224
Debussy: CLAIR DE LUNE;
Massone!: THAIS·Medilalion and
other well-known works
Sl5 tS160
Beethoven: PIANO CONCERTOS
NOS. 2 & 4
Kalchen - London Symphony
-Gamba
STS 15212 ,
Tchaikovsky; PIANO CONCERTO
ST5 15319/24 NO.1: CONCERT FANTASIA •
HAYDN SYMPHONIES ~VOL. 9 Peter Kalin, piano
Dorali
srs 15227
STS 15319/24
Tchaikovsky: VIOLIN CONCERTO
HAYDN -APPENDICES
STS 15263
Do rail
Tchaikovsky: SYMP.ifONY NO. 4
STS 15316/17
51$ 15266
Haydn: SYMPHONIES
VIENNA CARNIVAL
NOS. 103 & 104
Vienna Philharmonic
Oorali
Boskovsky

$245. Buys

It's as easy to use as an
ordinary pocket calculator
-but it's like having your
own computer!
Come In and try It!

40 1 Wyoming NE
265-7981
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Povvers, Solomon,. Ortega To NCAA . Track
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By Harold Smith
The UNM track team took fifth
place in the WAC Track and
Field Championships in Salt
Lake City on May 9 and 10. but
six Lobos may advance to the
NCAA finals.
The six tr;~cksters who UNM
Coach Hugh Hackett hopes to
send to the NCAA finals to
Provo, Utah, on June 5-7 are Jay
Miller, Lionel Ortega, Bob Phiopen,- Mel Powers, Michael
Solomon and Mikael Bernhardt.
Hackett said he is just "considering taking these six guys to
nationals. Lots of things determine it." All six are eligible.
Two possible reasons one or
more of the six may not be able to
attend are injuries and financial
problems. Hackett said he does
not know, as yet, how much
money he can raise for the Provo
' trip. Also halfmiler Phippen may
scratch because of a bothersome
foot injury which continues to
hinder his running. He did not
compete in Salt Lake.
Miller managed .second place
at the WAC in the 3000-meter
steeplechase with a 9:08.1
clocking. Miner James Munyala
was an easy first at 8:43.4.
Ortega placed in two events at
the . meet, .. w.bich UTEP won,
taking second in the six mile and
· sixth in the three mile. "It's pretty hard to double place like that,"
Hackett said. "With a little more
experience Lionel could have
won the six."
UTEP's Wilson Waigwa won
the three-mile run with a 13:46.4
time and his teammate, Larry
Brown, was supreme in the six
mile registering a 29:05.9.
.
Luck did not favor hurdler

Powers in the final conference
competition. Powers bad been
undefeated during the outdoor
season in the 440-yard intermediate hurdles. ABU's 'Rich
Walker sprinted to the string in
the one-lap race for a speedy
:49.9 time. Powers recorded a
:51.3.
· Powers said Walker ran into
him on the l(lst curve just as he
was about to pass the Sun Devil
r<~cer. "It made me lo$e my stride
pattern," Powers said.
"I've never seen anything like
it," Hackett said. "It looked like
he (Walker) was finishing a 100."
Melvin was also entered in the
120 high hurdles, but his luck
continued when he was
disqualified from the race when
he jumped the gun. A new ruling
by the NCAA allows no false
starts. As reported by the
Albuquerque Journal Powers
was the only competitor
disqualified at thP. meet even
though there were false starts in
other events.
Asked if he thought be could
beat Walker and Penn State's
Mike Shine in the intermediates
at the nationals Powers said, ''It
all depends on how well I'm up
for the race.''
Solomon had a career.beat
time of :46.8 in the quarter mile.
His clocking, however, was only
good enough for third place in the
talent-strong WAC. Herman
Frazier of ASU dashed for the
blue ribbon with <1 :46.0.
Even with his career-beat effort Hackett said Solomon "didn't
run the race like he should have.
He started out too fast."
Bernhardt's triple jumps was
not up to his capabilities. Hackett
said the Swede hurt his ankle and

could not complete his last three
attempts. Still Bernhardt pulled
off a fifth pla.ce with a 50·8 leap.
Another Miner, Arnold Grimes,
was first with a distance of 535'/•.
D•ily lobo

Sports
Other Lobo finishers were
Paul Shoemaker, javelin. 6th;
Randy Withrow, shot put, 5th;
Miller, mile, 6th; Marlon Gates,
120 high hurdles, 5th; Jose
Laporte, 100, 5th; Withrow, hammer throw, 6th; Skip Peterson,

long jump, 3rd; Tom Kent, long
jump, 5th; and Bernhardt, lqng
jump, 6th.
Lobo long-dist<~nce m~ n Blair
Johnson, who placed second and
fifth in last year's WAC threeand six-mile races, broke his
fibula bone in his right leg. He
did not run in Salt Lake City nor
will he will .run for UNM at the
nationals.
Johnson h<~d hoped to run in
Provo this year, especially since
he could not compete in the cross
country nationals. Hackett had
determined there were not
enoughfundsforthejourney.
John Allison, a member of
UNM's All-American two-mile

·.Jl
.
.
i . .·.... d

rel<~y

team, did not travel to Utah
either. Hackett said the miler
"hadn't been running well. I just
didn't think he could score." The
senior Wolfp<1ck coach added
that Allison was the "weakest
880 man of the four two-mile re.
lay men."
l''inal team standings in the
1975 WAC championships were
UTEP 175, ASU 146, BYU 119 1/2,
CSU .59, UNM 57, Airzo11a 53,
Utah 26 1/z and Wyoming 13.
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4% discount on poperbocks
14% discount on most hordbocks

10-Q weekdays
10-5 sot

2406 Central
Across from UNm
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Summer Hours

Students in Rusty Mitchell's apparatus stunts class practice hand stands against the
wall. One has to start somewhere.

P.E.'s Myriad· Courses To Continue
·If the Health and Physical
Education department can pull itself together after a number of
top-level resignations; new, transfer and returning students can
expect to benefit from the
myraid courses available in the
professioMl ser.vices program.
. Those resigning their posts include Janice K. Olson, graduate
coordinator; Charlotte Piper, activity program coordinator; and
Kenneth Lersten, graduate coordinator ..The resignations came
after the termination of Chairm<~n Dale L. Hanson by College
of Jj;ducation Dean David W.
Darling. Whether or not the
resignations were caused by the
Hanson t<!rmination ·is a matter
of speculation.
Piper, who said she will remain
as an instructor, said, "I don't
want to say anything that might
be political. I just want to teach.
"Next year will still be a great
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WILLIE, HIS FAMILY&FRIENDS
Kris Kristofferson,Rita Cooiich!e,
BillY Swan,The Pointer Sisters
, The Charlie Daniels Band
~
RustY Weir. Doue Sahm
&manY morel

ye<~r."
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New Bocks- Full Selection
Used Books - Periodico.ls

When the heat's up, and your appetite
is down - try our cooling salad plates,
sandwiches and desserts to keep your
energy high.

.

-.,-.-.-.-.-.-.- ....,.--.-.-.-...,.........,-:-·-·--:·-·:--·-.--.·-:-:-:-·
living Botch Bookstore
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A first in UNM women's practicing in warm weather here.
• athletics this year was track and Also, it was probably scary for
field. Coach Kathy Marpe had a her, running by herself, being
team of eleven, including fresh- the only competitor from here.''
Gilliland and her teJimmates
man Laurie Gilliland who
had
placed fifth in the regional
qualified for the nationals held
meet at Las Cruces the weekend
May 17 in Corv<~llis, Oregon.
Gilliland was recently named before the national meet.
female athlete of the year by the Gilliland placed first in the flf!r'
LOBO for her sensational per- meter hurdles, but could only •
formance which qualified her .for manage second in the 400 meter
the 400 meter hurdles. com- hurdles. She also anchored the
petition nationally. Although she . 440 relay team to fouth-place
didn't place in the nation<~) meet; finish.
Also in that meet, the 880 relay
she did make it past the
preliminaries and to the team placed fifth a.nd the mile
semifinals. Her times were relay team placed fourth.
Marpe said she expects to have
clocked at :65.3 and :65.4 in those
two runnings. "She didn't run as a "strong team next year with <1
well as she has all year. She lot of people now competing in
usually runs the 400 in a : 64 tl." AAU coming in." Gilliland.
times," Marpe said. "It may have and Judy Cramond are the only
been because it was raining and present team members com'
cold there, while she has been peting with the AAU.
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Spend the Summer at Mark's
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Slower Clockings, Rain
Tarnish Gilliland Debut
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AT LIBERTY HILL.TEXAS

1

"... Austin take~ tS3North,
thenWest onH~29
·Ttckets $5.50Advance-$7.50 Door
maitorders: Preston Ttckets
P.O. Box 12000
Dattas, Tx 75225

1·

Leon Griffin has been appointed the new ch<~irman.
Back to basics, and course
selection, Piper sai.d, "We have a
choice spread for the freshman
that he probably has never been
exposed to before."
Piper, along with Fr<~nccs
McGill, will teach water safety
instructorship. But being a for·
mer coordinator she is aware of
the other offered courses. "We
have everything from the
tr<~ditional to the unique;" she
said.
The "traditional" include
classes such as swimm.ing (beginning, intermediate and advanced), basketball, volleyball
and tennis {beinning, intermediate and adv<~nced).
The "unique" include wilderness experience, karate, appartus stunts, water polo,
ballroom dance and fencing. A
therapeutic physical education
class is also available:

Asked 1f the troubles in the
dep1irtment would affcet its performance next year, Piper said,
"There's still a few of us diehards. We're not going to let it go
to pieces."

t
·

Lunch
11:30 • 2:30
Dinner
5:30 - 8:30
Saturday
11:30 - 8:30
Closed Sunday

Specials Everyday
Come on in- It's cool inside!

Mark's Restaurant 1os stanford sE
.
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Under the

Stars''
ummer 1975 Series
June 16 "From Dallas to Watergate:
The John F. Kennedy
Assassination
Dr. Peter Dale Scott
Associate Professor at
University of California
at Berkeley
Central Mall
June 23 "Albuquerque Landmarks:
The Way We Were"
Denis Dickson Cummings
Kiva ' '
June 30 "Beyond the Myths of
Marriage"
John R. Graham, M.D., C.M.
Bette K. Graham, M.A. Central Mall
July 7 "Witchcraft on the Rio
Grande: Some Refl€ctions"
Dr. Marc Simmons
. Author
Central Mall
July 14 "The Roles People Pl.ay:
Communicating Straighter"
Dr. Judy Zeiger (Judy) Central Mall
•
July 21 Blue Grass Music::
Central Mall
Lectures will be held Monday evenings at 8 p.m. in case of bad weather,
those lectures scheduled for the Central Mall will be moved to the Kiva.
- is no admission charge. The g· eneral public is invited.
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'Art' Films Still OHet Some Alternatives

TV· Degenerating as ·mediocrity Tnkes· Root

I

· By Terry Engl11nd
portant.
The stations are enamored of
.o
Television never stops. It may
Best bocumentary Series: themselves, and spend untold
.3 repeat itself several times, but it "Close-Up," ABC. Really g!!tting amounts of money advertising
P..
goos evor on. It changes, too, so down to the nitty-gritty, and
themselves as the best in the
~ with ail that in mind, the LOBO making a lot of people mad in the plisiness.
The name of the game
now· presents the second set of process. Educating many more,
0 •
is
ratings,
and those are the first
.~ · awards for excellence and awarhowever,
consideration
over and above
~
ds for garbage.
Best "Entertainment" Series: • pu)>Jic interest,
~
The excellence awards are the "Star Trek," may the reruns
Best Local Produetion !outside
~
"Toms," named for a fairy-tale · never stop.
of
newsl: Forum 13, KGGM, Ch.
Z
character that learns good from
Best Over-All Network: PBS. 13, mostly because it is one of the
~
bad the hard way. The awards No commercials, good shows, and
.,. for garbage are called "Pikers'! in an awareness of the power of the few locally produced programs .
And, they do deal with topics of
~ honor of one of the rottenest
medium.
local interest. ·
A<
characters in fantasy,
Now the "Pikers."
Best Local News Show: KOAT.
The actual awards themselves
Worst Network News Show: Ch. 7 used to have the best news
are nothing more thap an·
All
the
networks
are organization, but lately have
nounn~ments, since the bu.dgot
professional, and all make an fallen into a morass of personnel
won't stand a lavish show and
honest effort. Just ask Nixon. •
problems, hype, poor reporting
gold-plated statues.
and ratings fear. The quality has
Network
fallen also, taking them out of
Awards of excellence in
consideration for the best.
network programming deal
But the alternatives are not
mainly with network news ef·
that good either. KOB Ch. 4, in
forts, since drama is such a total
its continuing saga of beating
loss on the tube.
Worst
Network
"En· KOAT, nas also degencrate(tinto
The first catagory is the
tertainment" Show: All of them. a poOl' excuse of broadcast jour"Toms.''
Worst of the Worst: "All in the nalism. The wlrOle operation
Best network news: A matter
Family" for the second time in a seems to revolve around Gordon
of choice, depending on who you
row.
Sanders, who is news director of
like best. (Not all the catagories
Local
the station. He comes on three
get awards. Extenuating cir·
The local stations suffer from times a week with his own percum stances prevent that.)
all sorts of things, including the sonal commentaries, which arc as
Best Monthly News Show: inability of separating news from effective as using a bowl of jello
"Weekend,'' NBC. A different ap- advertisin'g. What they do try to [or fire retardant. One night Sanproach to news, .in which not pass off as news is bland and full ders was not on, and the exeverything is serious or. im· of holes.
planation was that he was so up0

,.
~·

set he couldn't think of anything
to say.
KGGM Ch. 13 limps along in
third place, but at least they're
consistent. They sufer a lot from
production problems, and the
shows are pretty bland, but their
effort seems more honest for
some reason.
All that to say nobody gets
Best Local News Show.

•

, Marlon Brando summed it up the Marx Brothers' Night a.t the
best. The movie was One-Eyed Opera to such obvious bombs as
Ja.cks and Brando had just laid The Time Machine. At press
waste to villain Timothy Carey.
time, Santa. Fe Trail, with Errol
''He gave me no selection," Flynn and Olivia de Havilland,
Marlon said.
was on the bill.
And in his usual tight-lipped
The most established theatre
style, Brando capsu!ized the for art films in the area is the
dilemma usually faced by Guild, located a few blocks east
Albuquerque's summer film of the Encore. The Guide altergoers:. left with the choice of no nates between t h c heavies
select1on:
, .• (Bunuel, Fellini, etc.) and youth
But th1s summer could be d1f- exploitation flicks (Zardoz,
ferent.
.
Warhol's DracukL and others).
The openmg of t.hc F.ncore The summer schedule at the
Theatre, the revitalization of theatre invariably includes a few
Don Pancho's and the launching standards (King of Hearts and
of .1\.SUNM's first summer film Harold and Maude) but these can
program all promise a step in the be stoma c h c d - if n o t en _
right direction.
joyed-due to the overall quality
The Encore, located a few of Guild programs. 'l'he theatre
blocks ~ast. of campus ~n Cent~al als~ boasts of Albuquerque's only
A':'e.,. IS m the· busmes.~ of ser1es of midnight showings, held
brmgmg back yesteryear. The each Friday and Saturday night
theatre only s~ows re-run films , at a minimal charge.
and so far, thmr fare has ranged
Don Pancho's is located direcfrom gems like Will Roger's tly south of campus. The theatre
Steamboat Round the Bend and
out as

Overall, television in
Albuquerque leaves much to be
desired, The programs that come
down the wire from the networks
leave much to· be desired. Local
television does not live up to the
promise, but the problem is that
the local managers don't }mow
what that promise is.
,
Most or them don't even know
what the
is.
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HERBS

"Over 200 Of Nature's finest
herbs, spices & teas to choose from."
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"WE'VE GROWN''
THE BIKE SHOP
Now at -605 Yale SE
We Continue to Offer
Albuquerque's lowest Prices On: .
• PADDLE BALL RACQUETS & BALLS
.• BICYCLES'
Peugeot ..... , ............ , .....• $159.95
Mfzutani .. , . .-, ..•.....•• , ..... , . $109.95
Takara •..••.. ,._ ......... , ....... 9109.95

Poetic license In films is a device used to the advantage of the director, .Here, for
some reason or another, is a re-creation of an Italian street during WW/1. From Fellini's
Amarcord.
·

OLYMPIC

Is this any way to raise your child? To many people, it is the only way they can control
them. And it is controlling them. Their behavior is being modified to fit. the adman's idea of·
American life. Ah, freedom, it's wonderful.

SHOES
l

"Specializing In Shoes For The Athlete"

I'

l
Baseball Shoes
Volleyball Shoes
Cross Country Shoes
Fencing Shoes
Track Shoes
Football Shoes
Soccer Shoes
Basketball Shbes
Tennis Shoes
Paddle Ball Shoes
Rugby Boots
Wrestling Shoes ·· '
Boxing Shoes ·
Casual Shoes
Umpire Shoes
Official Sl)oes
Coach~ Shoes

I

•.

Shoes by:
Adidas
Tiger
Puma
Bata

Kayak- and discover the thrill of being one with the
water. Learn from experts. Free clinics are available
when you rent or purchase a kayak from us. We also rent
and sell canoes, sleeping bags, backpacks and tents .

New Balance
Converse.
. Brooks ~.
·-'··Style
Spotbilt

i'

842-9100

Just east of Yale on Central.

i
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MOUNTAINS
-and-

•Unifbrms for all sports
,
•'F-Shirts printed while you wait
•Pro socks by Interwoven .
•Warmups by Liberty·& Court Casual

• PARTS & ACCESSORIES
• REPAIRS

•

1
1mage
•

106 Richmond SE Albuquerque, NM 87106
505/255-7230

e

,

605 Yale SE

-_.

Yerba Buena Crafts & Herbs

ANDES'

BIKING IS FUN

g·

We offer Herb Classes on a continuing basis...cost by donation.
Send for our free catalogue. We will ship your order at
only the cost of postage plus retail.

...,.........

PHONE 266-8113
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The Magic Door
To the Aquarian Age

;lUI SAN PI:DROo N.E.
AL.8UQUI:RQUE, NEW MEXICO 17110
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but was modified to show porno
Besides these more obvious
cord and Truffaut's Day /07' z
during the late 60's, Since then, it outlets for student film viewers, Night.
~
has fluctuated between art films other theatres in town oc;s:
and porno and is currently casionally screen youth-orieJited
Ten other theatres grace the X"'
showing some of the most ex- · films. Most notable is the Lobo environs of Albuquerque.
citing cinema in the city. Theatre, located a block east of
Not counting, of course, tho ];?
Cassavetes' Woman Under the the University. The Lobo has
Influence {featuring Gena been known to show movies like porno houses of which the city ~
Rowlands in the title role) is Jf:arthqua/ce for months on end, l1as an abundance. Or at least. t-<
presently being shown and by but it has also been responsible enough to cater to your g..
whatever it may be,
~
the time you read this, Alain for premieres of Fellini's Ama1·. speciality,
.
...
- -·Resnais' Stavisky will have
01
~
-.-opened. The summer schedule
~
promises to be as good, if not betUNM
ter.
...,tO
Student Discount
The ASUNM Film Committee
<11
will conduct it$ first summer film
program this year with movies
being shown on Thursday and
With Any Hair Styles
Friday nights. All of the committee's films arc scheduled for
298-9233
.,
the basement theatre of the
Student Union Building. Ad2610 Pennsylvania N.E.
Men's Hair Salon
mission is only one dollar and the
{Just North ofMenaul)
fare
includes
Hollywood
musicals, foreign classics and
quite a few light-hearted efforts
ared for summer viewiinrr.
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2324 Central S.E.

2210 Central SE.

268-7694
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Sttawbs Get Them Wondeting
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Richie Havens and the band
Strawbs appeared at UNM's
Popejoy Hall in a May 4 concert
that ended too so'on:

~
..

Havens came on first,
emerging from the darkness of
the stage and started playing for
a quiet and attentive audillnce
~
(Poplljoy seems to have that f.lfil>
feet on people-maybe it's all
~ that carpeting). He sat back with
P..
one foot resting on a rung of bis
stool, and opened the show with
his strong, clear voice: ''I was
born an animal and then told I am
a man/ So I'll try to become a
Human Being/ When I forgot the
' past/Mankind does not mean
kind man/ That's plain to see."
At th!l end of the third song he
introduce.d his band: Paul
.,. Williams, current lead guitar;
Eric Oxendine, bass; two conga
drum players; and David Ben
Zepulon, described by Havens as
"an old Woodstock friend."
The band and Havens then
played a mixture of many old and
familiar songs: folk, blues, anger
and. rabble- rousers. "Just might
change direction/ Nobody left to
cltown/ Heaven is the mind when
it;. is peaceful."
Havens talked between songs, 1
telling" stories and jokes, about a
third" of which I could un·
derstand. Some words about
polarity, about up, down, in and
out I could follow. He talked
about fallacies

.

'

l3ible, especially about touching,
Sounded like Steel Eye Span,
and said there was no way to " Jethro 'l'ull a bit, Pink Floyd or
have the good without the bad. King Crimson, even a little Deep
He seemed very Up at times, Purple.
"Small birds gather in the
alt(lrnating between quiet talk
and bounding. out of his chair. wind/ Preparing to make their
"Oh Lord, I'm gonna sit down and way/ Still water flows, sea
cry I I'm gonna die blue." "You breezes blow 1 Soft falling slow,
are so b()autiful/ You are so warm cattle grow 1 .Flushed faces
beautiful." "I feet just like a show the pleasures we meet/
stranger in the land where I was Hold .on to me, I'll hold on to you/
born/What are you going to do I will always be the one to see
you through."
They sang ''Lemon Pie" which
the audience seemed to know,
and every'one began to respond.
"Lovely Lemon Lady you make
me feel so shy I But Lovely
Lemon Lady I love your lemon
pie.''
David Cousins is the composer
of most of the Strawbs material.
Other members included John
about me?"
When he put together Van Hawken on keyboards and Moog,
Morrison's "Tupelo Honey" and Chas Cronk on bass, and Rod
Dylan's "Just Like a Woman" in· Coombers drums.
The band was pretty much
to one piece, Havens said it portrayed two kinds of women one tog.ether, as in. a song Cousins
bad, one good. People began to said was inspired by a television·
report on Irehmd:
wake up and move around.
"Children play with what they
The Strawbs were next. Next
to Havens they we're like .solar take from the streets/ May you
explosions next to firecrackers. burn, may you rot/ Were you the
Havens played fine music, coward who fired the last shot?/
'beautiful and controlled, perhaps May .you rot, may you rot, may
too strong for a Sunday night. you rot may you rotThe Strawbs did nothing to catch may you rot ... "
Their music set one won·
your eye, just methodically
played their music. People dering, and seemed vibrant and
seemed content to sit hac!< and very alive. For me, it created
try to follow the intricacies of the great visual images and pictures,
lyrical and instrumental com· and got in my soul. I felt like
havin a party.

.
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Duke City Typewriter
1325 San Mateo, NE
.,
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ADL·ER METEOR
Graphic

Song of

trouble free
wide choice type
styles in stock
smooth, silent carriag
return
Fully Guaranteed 1 year

Herfather
a hunchback, carried the rejection slip
from your petitioned guru

(parts and
labor)

·

Since the currently non-existant UNM literary magazine,
the "Thunderbird," is not publishing because lack of leadership, editors and money, the LOBO is attempting to fill the
Void. Students arc invited to bring artwork, short stories and
photographs to the office (room 138, Marron Hall) for
publication on the$e pages. There is a problem with space,
and sometimes the ads can get in the way. But if you are interested, you are welcome.

Risking all that
is .not
insane,
and
following a path
of
glory,
I knowingly fell
into a
boiling caldron
of
obscurity
and
found
my life
dwelling
there.

Anniverso.ry Poem
A beautiful year
Of lime-green love
Leaves me breathless,
Expectant,
Endless possibilities,
Combinations-Lavender?
Sunshine yellow?
With you,
Anything is possible.
What color'
Next year's love?
Barbara Crain
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IT'S A BAYLOR!

to the Walrus and dog
it was concluded
to be

.··,

that I must have eaten too fast
for it sits in my stomach
like a raw pick
Jeffrey Hudson
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JOHN ENTWISRE

JUSTIN IMYWillfD NICKY HDJII(/NS .
JAMES DEWillf
CAifMINE A,teE

KRST 92.3 ·FM

with that baking soda attitude
(a dewey decimal system approach to living)
the opposition of blue with orange,
red and green, yellow and violet

c- J97{h Gahan Wilson,
the Register and Trlbunc Sy,;dic:ate,Jne,

Don't 'let the distinctive styling
usually found on far more expensive
watches fool you. This Baylor not only
matches any watch for style, but is
automatic, with day-date calendar
and magnifying date crystal.
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801 YALE NE ALBUQUERQUE NM 87106

Lobo Attworklng

She had lost her Merchant
and half her tiny
and in 2 hours of lucidity

!$~gs:.q91

Discounts to students and

'Dumm_y Love'

Is the movie a dream, or your dream a movie
she is waiting for m'e
She who was the Helmet Maker's Wife
Beautiful

II

.

By George Coston

TYPEWRITER WITH A BUDGET PRICE!
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Larry Merz

THE ALL ELECTRIC PORTABLE
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The art education department at the UNM will offer its "Art
for Kids" program again this summer.
The program will run two mornings a W!lek for six weeks.
Monday /Wednesday classes will begin June 16, and
Tuesday /Thursday classes will begin June 17.
All classes, taught by qualified. instructors assisted by
student aids, are held in the art education building from 9:30
a.m. to 11:.30 a.m .
For more information, contact the art education department
atUNM.
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*After Dark
*Warhol's Interview
*Berkeley Barb
*LA Free Press
"'New Republic
*Complete Selection of
Mother Earth News
*Dance Magazine
30 out-of-state papers
Over 800 special
interest magazines
25,000 paperbacks
New Mexico's Most
Complete Newsdealer

ALL THENEWS
THAT'S'FIT TO
READ
OPEN SUNDAY
10-5

White color

$85.

Living at the
College Innis
Like 'Getting
Away From It All.

Two-tone color
Yellow color

$1'1 0.
From all those domestic
chores, we mean. We do the
shopping, cooking and cleaning
(we even make your bed). But
while you've got that faraway
feeling, remember that the
College Inn is only a short
three-block walk to campus.
(No parking, no commuting, no
gas.) Both buildings are com·
pletely co-ed, . too, Now is the
best time to think about where
you want to live this summer or
fall. Drop by at 303 Ash N.E.,
or call 243-2881.
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l. PERSONALS

AAA CONDITION, charming three bedroom, fur•
liished, one block UNM. Carpeted, covered patio,
barbeque, walled yard available for summer mon·
ths. 265-3101.
5/21
SUMMER SUBLET· Small room for .rent in small
house near campus. Share with l male. '50 mo.
plus utilities. 266·9463, 301 ' Columbia sE. Dan.
LARGE ADOBE AJ'ARTME:NTS, 5 blocks from
UNM· 1 and 2 bedroom,. carpeted. Furnished and
unfurnished, Sorry, no pets. 247·3048 after 5:00
p.m. (orin formation or appointment to sec. 5/21
APARTMENT FOR QUIET, refine University
boy. Bedroom, kitchen, bath. 155 month all utilities
5/21
paid,ll blpcks west Univen;ity, 243-0209.
3. BLOCKS WEST CAMPUS 1405: 1405 Gold SE.
nrand new huge plush 2;bedro~m sixplex.
Fireplaces, spiral stairs. Enormous closets,
beautiful furnishings. $215 utilities paid, 842-0925.
6/21
•
•

NEW GOOD Cl\MERA & want to learn to use it
fully? See. advertisement in these classificds a bout
'Photography Workshops/

~TTRACTIVE room, private entrance • bath, SE,
shag carpet, extra clean, AC, utilities paid. 2!l6·
6708.
6!6

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rat.ell : tOt per word per dar with a
$1.00 per day minimum chars;e, or Gf
per word per dav with a 60t. per dav
minimum charge tor ads published flve
or more conaeeutlve d!l111 with no
refund.
Terms: Payment must be made In fuU
prior to Insertion of . advertisement.
Where: Marron Han. rm. 18Z
M bll m4il .
Classitled Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 8'1131

---------------~------

3. SERVICES

.

.

5.

FORSALE

. CAMERAS,

CAMERAS, CAMERAS· Camera
. . . ~----.- - Clinic h11s received a. large stock ofquality used
·. .
PASSP!>RT, IDENTIFlCA~ION photos. Lowest. cameas. Both 35mm • 2.25mm •. Open 8:30-5.30
prices m town! Fast. pl~asmg. Near UNM. Call Moil·Fri,IO:O!l·4:00 Sat. We also buy quality used
265-2444or cometo 1711 G1rardBivd. NE. 7/24
cameras. Camera Clinic, 6327 Acoma SE.
5/21
GETTING MARRIED& Our low overhead saves FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Gallery., is •
yoU money on invitations, napkins and wedding block from Johnson Gym on Cornell. Special order
service. . . ...
.
.
7/24
photography, Creative Services Ltd. 299·7930.
6119
1969 PONTIAC TEMPEST··Custom S !350, 3
PHOTOGRAPHY' WORKSHOPS FORMING·
speed, excellent condition. RUns Greatl 1!l!l0. Call
One- or .two•day intensive individual-group .in· 268-8360.
structlon in shooUngblack: and ·white, color. Out....,..._:__:_~--------,------door portraits, landscapes, any topie you want,
BtcYCLE •Lowest prices and largest selection of
the finest European makes. R'C·HALLETT'S
Free processingoftwo rolls, black•and ·white,
WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl.
times arranged, weekends OK. Inquire of A· SE,s 4.·3.937.s.Opentil9p.l11.
7/24
Photographer ,265-2444.
7/24
BARRY'S I!:LECTRONIC REPAIR, liS San Pedro 6. EMPLOYMENT
SE, 265-0335. Color TVS; tape decks, stereos, am• COMPUTER PRoGRAMMEa-NEEDED for:
pllriers, auto radios, Install Burglar alarms. 10% small projects on Hewlett Packard 98-20 prpgram•
discoundor studertts with ID.Quick service. 16/G mable calculator, Must have some knowledge or
5/21
PHOTOGRAPHY
ENTHUSIASTIS,studentsl bookkeeping, Cai~93·10G!l.
Custom black•and·white processing printlng.Fine· . NEElD DAY bABYSITTER in UNM are;~, varied
grain or pushprocessing o[ film, Contact sheets or summer schedule. 836·5043.
5/21
custom proofs, High quality enlargements, moun•
SUMMER.
JOB
•
1975,
just
printed.
lOOO's
of.
on•
ling, etc. Advlce,U asked. Call266-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.
7/2<1 tries, A must for aU job searchers who are serious
about £1nding~ummeremployme£1t. Mail $5.96 to
American Research Ltd. 499Hamilton Ave. Palo
.Alto, Calif. MM4.
. 5/21
FOR RENT
.............-.....-..-.-·_....__
8. MISCELLANEOUS
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS • An apartment
__,_.·---~--- .........
STUDY SPANISH this summer in Guadalajara
complex for the young ahd th~ you.ng at heart.
M"exleo. All levels plus cultural classes, very
Rents stllrt at 11!35. Large sw1mmtng pool. Ef•
6/21
eeonomlcal, Cor irt(o eall344o7573,
ficlencles • l·bdrril available, furnished or un·
furnished. Walking distance to UNM. 1520
CAMERAS, CAMERAS, CAMERAS· Camera
University NE.243-2494.
7/24
Clinic has received a larg4!: stoek ot quality used
cameras, Both 35irlm • ~.25mm. Open 8:30·5:30
'SPECIAL SUMMER RATES • D~!ltike one
lJedrClllm, furnished, one block UNM. Varsity
Mon·Fri •. 10·4 Sat. We . also buy qUality used
cameras. Camera Clinic, 8327 Acoma: SE.
ii/2'1
:House, 141 Columbia SE. 26B·062G..
6/12

__
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Students!
Friends!
Lovers!

The LOBO has openings for:
Writers
artists
Photographers

cartoonists
compositors
Copy Editors

ll you;d like to get some experience, low pay and help out a
young,· struggling newspaper staff, drop by our office. It's·
aer.oss from 138 in Marron Hall~ If you're still out of town,
write us at P .0. Box 20. UNM, 87181.

